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SOFIA cookbooks

Aim: These documents provide simple recipes (i.e., descriptions and guided examples) for common data analysis
objectives using SOFIA processed data.
Skill level: These are generally written for a graduate student audience. Some of the recipes are Jupyter notebooks
designed for a researcher with a working knowledge of the numpy, scipy, matplotlib, and astropy. For more general
information on these tools see Jupyter notebooks usage and installation and the Python Data Science Handbook.
Contact us: For questions not addressed in these notebooks or the SOFIA handbooks, please contact us at the
sofia_help@sofia.usra.edu.
Suggestions: We also encourage you to submit any comments or suggestions on these notebooks through a new Github
“Issue”.
Contribute: If you have some code that you think other SOFIA users might be interested in, please contact us!!!
Additional Resources: For additional examples of data analysis of infrared data see the Data Analysis Talks for JWST
data.
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CHAPTER

ONE

RECIPES

Python
FORCAST: Basic Photometry
FORCAST: Grism Inspection
FORCAST: Grism Line Analysis
FORCAST: Grism Custom Extraction
HAWC+: Data Inspection
EXES: Data Inspection
EXES: Telluric Correction
EXES: Velocity Calculation
GREAT: Data Inspection (Python)
GREAT: Reproject Data to GREAT
res.
GREAT: Data Visualization

Other
SOFIA: Data Retrieval
FORCAST: Photometry (Detailed)
FIFI-LS: Cube Analysis
GREAT: Data Inspection (CLASS)
GREAT:
(CARTA)

Data

Visualization

Description
Aim: Aperture photometry using FORCAST imaging data.
Tools: astropy, photutils
Aim: Inspection of FORCAST grism data.
Tools: astropy, DS9
Aim: Basic line fluxes and line fitting of grism data.
Tools: astropy
Aim: Extract grism data with a user-defined aperture.
Tools: astropy
Aim: Basic inspection and analysis.
Tools: astropy
Aim: Basic inspection and plotting spectra.
Tools: astropy
Aim: Model and remove atmosphere using PSG model.
Aim: Estimate velocity shift of spectral lines.
Tools: astropy
Aim: How to view GREAT spectra.
Tools: astropy
Aim: Reproject other datasets to GREAT pixel map.
Tools: astropy, reproject
Aim: Visualize GREAT datacubes in 2D and 3D.
Tools: astropy, jdaviz/Cubeviz, Glue
Description
Aim: Download SOFIA data through the IRSA.
Aim: Detailed description of aperture photometry.
Aim: Basic cube analysis.
Tools: SOSPEX
Aim: How to view GREAT spectra.
Tools: CLASS
Aim: Visualize GREAT data along X, Y, & Z dimensions.
Tools: CARTA
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1.1 General
1.1.1 SOFIA data retrieval
• Aim: Download SOFIA data through the Infrared Science Archive (IRSA)
• Data: 30 Doradus HAWC+ public dataset
• Instrument: All
• Documentation: Science Archive.
Goals:
• Download data manually through the IRSA website
• Explore file structure
Introduction
In this jupyter recipe, we explain how to download SOFIA data through the Infrared Science Archive (IRSA). We
will be downloading HAWC+ data of 30 Doradus using different keywords.
This data was also featured recently in a SOFIA press release: SOFIA Reveals Never-Before-Seen Magnetic Field
Details.
A video describing this process is also available on Youtube.
Downloading HAWC+ Data
In https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/sofia/, fill in the following fields - Spatial constraints: - Coordinates or
object name: 30 Dor - Radius: 600 arcseconds - Click on the arrow next to Observation Constraints to open the
drop-down options. - Instrument Constraints - Select HAWC+ - Data Product Constraints: - Processing Level: Level 4
(both Level 3 and 4 are science-ready products) - Click the Search button - After the results load, in the AOR tab, select
the checkboxes next to the Column header AOR ID to select all data files from all selected AORs. All files should now
have a blue check indicating selection. - Click Prepare Download - Fill in Title as HAWC+_example_data - Click
Prepare Download - After a few minutes, the corresponding data will be downloaded locally. - For more information,
consult the HAWC+ Data Handbook.

The results appear in two tabs. The AOR tab shows the list of quieried AORs, and the HAWC+ tab shows the list of
queried files (Level 4 fits files), including descriptions of each file metadata (details file) and data viewing features.
“Quality Assurance” comments associated to each AOR can be found in the AOR tab (shown with the red ellipse).
“Quality Assurance” comments associated to each file can be found in the HAWC+ tab - in the HISTORY key of each
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file’s header (accessible from the Data tab). Those comments include specific notes from the instrument scientists
about data quality, observing complications, and if the observation was an aquisition/calibration observations.
Data levels
Currently, there are five levels of SOFIA data products:
• Level 0: raw SI data in standardized format (HAWC+ only)
• Level 1: raw SI data in standardized format (FITS); for HAWC+, the demodulated (chop and nod subtracted)
data comprise Level 1
• Level 2: data corrected for instrument artifacts (e.g. flat-fielded, dark-subtracted, bad pixels removed)
• Level 3: flux calibrated and telluric corrected data (using FITS keywords; Jy/pix)
• Level 4: Level 4 data products comprise everything beyond flux calibrated (Level 3) products. Any data product
generated from the combination of Level 3 files (e.g., a map or a mosaic) is considered a Level 4 product. For
most instruments, Level 4 data products are usually generated from observations obtained across multiple flights
or even multiple flight series and observing cycles. For HAWC+ nod-pol observations, the data product that
includes the polarization vectors is Level 4.
SOFIA Data Organization
After downloading the SOFIA data to your working directory you will want to unzip it, which will produce a directory
structure like this:
.
HAWC+_example_data
level4
p5813
F0484_HA_POL_7600018_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-114.fits
missions
2018-07-05_HA_F481
p5827
F0481_HA_POL_7600012_HAWDHWPD_PMP_050-083.fits
2018-07-07_HA_F483
p5646
F0483_HA_POL_7600014_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-065.fits
2018-07-11_HA_F484
p5648
F0484_HA_POL_7600017_HAWCHWPC_PMP_065-114.fits
2018-07-12_HA_F485
p5658
g1
F0485_HA_POL_76000110_HAWAHWPA_PMP_043-052.fits
g2
F0485_HA_POL_7600019_HAWEHWPE_PMP_055-075.fits
Note the following features of this data bundle.
• Each fits file in the ‘missions’ directory corresponds to data from a single AOR (or a different filter element)
obtained on a single flight
• Each subdirectory under missions corresponds to a single flight
• fits files under ‘level4’ correspond to data combined from several flights
1.1. General
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• If multiple filters were observed on the same flight, they will be further divided into subdirectories (g1/g2 on the
last line)
Note that two observations were made with the same filter (HAWC C, 89 𝜇m).
These files,
F0483_HA_POL_7600014_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-065.fits and F0484_HA_POL_7600017_HAWCHWPC_PMP_065-114.
fits, were combined into one:
level4->p5813->F0484_HA_POL_7600018_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-114.fits.
You can choose to keep the fits files nested, or copy them into one directory.
.
sofia_data
F0481_HA_POL_7600012_HAWDHWPD_PMP_050-083.fits
F0483_HA_POL_7600014_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-065.fits
F0484_HA_POL_7600017_HAWCHWPC_PMP_065-114.fits
F0484_HA_POL_7600018_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-114.fits
F0485_HA_POL_76000110_HAWAHWPA_PMP_043-052.fits
F0485_HA_POL_7600019_HAWEHWPE_PMP_055-075.fits

1.2 FORCAST
1.2.1 FORCAST Basic Photometry
• Aim: Simple aperture photometry and uncertainty calculation.
• Data: FORCAST imaging data (5.6um) of the Symbiotic Mira, HM Sge
• Tools: astropy, photutils
• Instrument: FORCAST
• Documentation: FORCAST data handbook
Goals
• Determine the sum of the flux within an aperture .
• Determine the sum of flux within a larger annulus for background determination.
• Subtract background flux.
• Calculate uncertainty.
Introduction
This turotial will go through the basic process of aperture photometry for a single source using python and astropy.
For a more in-depth description of each of these steps refer to the FORCAST photometry (detailed) tutorial. For further
instructions on this process refer to the FORCAST data handbook referenced above.
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Imports
[1]: from astropy import units as u
from astropy.io import fits
import numpy as np
from astropy.wcs import WCS
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from astropy.coordinates import SkyCoord
from photutils.aperture import (
CircularAperture,
CircularAnnulus,
aperture_photometry,
)
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline

Ingredients
The data used are Level 3 flux calibrated imaging data for a public dataset targeting the Symbiotic Mira, HM Sge, in
FORCAST’s 5.6 𝜇m filter. Access to this, and other, data can be found at the Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
The data can be directly downloaded here
[2]: # Load the data
filename = "example_data/FORCAST/F0753_FO_IMA_7500575_FORF056_CAL_0109-0111.fits"
data = fits.open(filename)
hdr = data[0].header
w = WCS(data[0].header)
[3]: # print first 30 rows
hdr[0:30]
[3]: SIMPLE =
BITPIX =
NAXIS
=
NAXIS1 =
NAXIS2 =
EXTEND =
COMMENT /
COMMENT /
DATASRC =
OBSTYPE =
SRCTYPE =
KWDICT =
OBS_ID =
AOT_ID =
AOR_ID =
AOROBSIX=
AORFAOR =
COMMENT /

T / conforms to FITS standard
-64 / array data type
2 / number of array dimensions
296
334
T
-- scaling ---- DCS OBSERVATION --'astro
'
/ (DCS) data source
'OBJECT '
/ Observation type
'UNKNOWN '
/ pipeline source type
'DCS_SI_rev_F'
/ FITS keyword dictionary version
'P_2021-07-01_FO_F753B0109' / yyyy_mm_dd_FO_FnnnCmmmm
'UNKNOWN '
/ Astronomical Obervation Template
'75_0057_5'
/ Astronomical Observation Request Identifier
2 / AOR Observation Index (sequence index in AOR)
'
'
/ source FAOR
--- DCS DATA PROCESSING --(continues on next page)

1.2. FORCAST
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(continued from previous page)

PROCSTAT=
HEADSTAT=
COMMENT /
PLANID =
DEPLOY =
MISSN-ID=
FLIGHTLG=
COMMENT /
ORIGIN =
OBSERVER=
OPERATOR=
CREATOR =

'LEVEL_3 '
/ Processing status
'MODIFIED'
/ Header status
--- DCS MISSION MANAGEMENT --'75_0057 '
/ observing plan identification
'DAOF
'
/ site deployment
'2021-07-01_FO_F753' / mission id
-9999 / flight leg fltexec.fltexec_data.leg_seq
--- DCS ORIGINATION --'Cornell FORCAST data acquisition' / data origin
'UNKNOWN '
/ observer(s)
'UNKNOWN '
/ telescope operator
'foracq 1.10.0 Feb 23 2021 12:25:32' / acquisition software

Get aperture radius sum
The background annulus should be as large as possible without including other sources or large variations to ensure
good statistics. We recommend using the same aperture and annulus as used for calibrators (12 pixels). It is also
recommended to use a background annulus of 15-25 pixels so long as this does not include additional sources of flux.
- Warning: An aperture radius of 12 may not be appropriate for your observations.␣
˓→Consult the FORCAST handbook if you are not sure.
[4]: # Aperture sum function
def get_aperture_sum(data, pos_pix, r_pix):
pix_aperture = CircularAperture(pos_pix, r=r_pix)
sum_aperture = aperture_photometry(data[0].data, pix_aperture)
area = pix_aperture.area
return sum_aperture["aperture_sum"], pix_aperture, area
[5]: # USER OPTIONS______________
r_ap = 12
background_aperture_inner_radius = 15.0
background_aperture_outter_radius = 25.0
target_ra = "19:41:57.080"
target_dec = "16:44:39.64"
# _________________________
[6]: # get position in SkyCoord format
pos = SkyCoord(target_ra, target_dec, unit=(u.hourangle, u.deg))
# convert to pixels within data
pos_pix = pos.to_pixel(w)
# determine sum flux at pixel position and with aperature radius: r_ap
sum_jy, pix_aperture, area = get_aperture_sum(data, pos_pix, r_ap)
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Define background annulus
[7]: # get WCS information of data
w = WCS(data[0].header)
# define background annulus of similar center and specified radii
annulus_aperture = CircularAnnulus(
pos_pix,
r_in=background_aperture_inner_radius,
r_out=background_aperture_outter_radius,
)
# plot aperture and annulus
plt.imshow(data[0].data, cmap="gray_r", origin="lower")
pix_aperture.plot(color="blue", lw=1.5, alpha=0.5)
annulus_aperture.plot(color="red", lw=1.5, alpha=0.5);

nbsphinx-code-borderwhite
Two other white artifacts can also be seen in this image. These are artifacts of the stacking and the specific merging
procedure and should not be used for further anaylsis.
Calculate and subtract background flux
[8]: # determine flux sum within background annulus
bkg_results = aperture_photometry(data[0].data, annulus_aperture)
# determine flux average in background annulus
bkg_mean = bkg_results["aperture_sum"] / annulus_aperture.area
# subtract background average from flux sum within aperture.
flux_background_subtracted = sum_jy[0] - bkg_mean[0]
print("Flux removed: " + "{:.6f}".format(bkg_mean[0]) + " Jy")
print("background_substracted flux: " + "{:.6f}".format(flux_background_subtracted) + "␣
˓→Jy")
Flux removed: 0.001054 Jy
background_substracted flux: 52.810753 Jy

1.2. FORCAST
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Calculate relative uncertainty
[9]: # create annulus mask from previously created annulus aperture
annulus_mask = annulus_aperture.to_mask(method="center")
# applying mask to data
annulus_data = annulus_mask.multiply(data[0].data)
# calculating standard deviation within background annulus
annulus_std = np.std(annulus_data)
# plotting data
plt.imshow(annulus_data);

nbsphinx-code-borderwhite
The error is calculated (in quadrature) using the relative error, the relative error in the flux calibration, and the uncertainty in the flux calibration model at the given wavelength, which is typically 5% (Dehaes et al. 2011).
More details for this calculation can be found in the FORCAST photometry (detailed) notebook.
[10]: # calculating the relative uncertainty (%)
sigma_m = np.sqrt(
(
2 * np.pi * (r_ap * annulus_std / flux_background_subtracted) ** 2 # relative␣
˓→error
+ (hdr["ERRCALF"] / hdr["CALFCTR"]) ** 2 # relative error in flux calibration
+ (0.05) **2 # uncertainty in the flux calibration
)
)
print('relative uncertainty: '+"{:.2f}".format(sigma_m*100)+'%')
relative uncertainty: 5.59%
r_ap: aperture radius in pixels
CALFCTR: Calibration Factor (Me/sec/Jy)
ERRCALF: Calibration Factor Uncertainty (Me/sec/Jy)
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Calculate final flux + absolute uncertainty
[11]: absolute_uncertainty = sigma_m*flux_background_subtracted
print("Final 5.6um flux w/ uncertainty:\n"
+ "{:.6f}".format(flux_background_subtracted)
+ " +/- "
+ "{:.6f}".format(absolute_uncertainty)
+ " Jy"
)
Final 5.6um flux w/ uncertainty:
52.810753 +/- 2.952915 Jy

For more information different sources of noise and image artifacts, see the excellent review in
James Radomski’s SOFIA school webniar

1.2.2 FORCAST Photometry (Detailed)
• Aim: A more-detailed description of the photometry process.
• Instrument: FORCAST
• Documentation: FORCAST data handbook
Introduction
This cookbook describes the basic process for aperture photometry using Level 3 (flux calibrated) FORCAST images.
The FORCAST observing modes are described in the SOFIA Observer’s Handbooks, available from the Proposing and
Observing page on the SOFIA website; and the FORCAST data products are described in the FORCAST GO Data
Handbook.
Raw FORCAST data suffers from numerous instrumental artifacts. Nearly all of the artifacts are removed or corrected
by the Level 2 pipeline, including: bad pixels; Droop affect; non-linear pixel response; and the “jailbar” effect. The only
known artifact that is not corrected is the variation in pixel-to-pixel response—i.e. the data are not “flat-fielded”. The
artifact-corrected images are then flux calibrated using a set of calibration factors which are determined by comparison
of standard star/asteroid observations to stellar and atmospheric models. Hence the flux calibration process corrects
for telluric absorption across the given passbands. See the FORCAST GO Data Handbook for details regarding the
pipeline algorithms and the flux-calibration process.
Level 3 FORCAST imaging data is written in FITS format as a 3-dimensional data cube with a single header (for detailed
description, see FORCAST GO Data Handbook). The first plane of the data cube contains the pipeline-reduced and
flux calibrated image in units of Jy/pixel; the second plane contains the variance image (Jy^2); and the third contains
the exposure time per pixel (sec). The variance and exposure time images are used primarily to estimate measurement
uncertainties.
Since FORCAST observations are taken by chopping and nodding on the sky, the final reduced data frame typically
contains negative images of the source. (see Figure 1). In rare instances, when the chop and nod are sufficiently large to
position the negative beam off of the array, only a positive image may be seen. In both cases, only the central positive
source should be used for scientific analysis.

1.2. FORCAST
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Figure 1. Level 3 pipeline processed image (NMC mode) for a bright source showing the typical, artifact corrected
background. Only the central positive source should be used for scientific analysis; the other images are artifacts of the
stacking and the specific merging procedure.
The uncertainties associated with each pixel from the raw data are propagated through the pipeline to produce the
final variance image. The variance at each pixel is dominated by the Poisson noise due to the background and source
emission. However, since there is no correction for pixel-to-pixel response variation (i.e. the data are not “flat-fielded”),
the measured variance in pixel values in the final flux calibrated image will be much larger than the typical values from
the variance image.
Since the flux calibrated data are in Jy/pixel, photometric measurements can be carried out directly on the images.
There are three FORCAST FITS header keywords important to photometric measurements:
• CALFCTR /Calibration Factor (Me/sec/Jy)
• ERRCALF /Calibration Factor Uncertainty (Me/sec/Jy)
• LAMREF /Reference wavelength (microns)
The reference wavelength (LAMREF) is simply the mean wavelength for the filter used. The CALFCTR is the filterdependent factor derived from the flux calibration process carried out for each instrument flight series that converts
count rate (Me -/s) to physical units (Jy), which is then applied to the individual observations to produce the fluxcalibrated (LEVEL_3) images. In general, the CALFCTRs derived for each filter will change from flight series to
flight series due to weather and changes to instrument configuration. ERRCALF is the uncertainty in the fitting process
of the observed calibrators for each instrument run to appropriate stellar models and does not include uncertainty
in the models themselves (see FORCAST GO Data Handbook for additional detail). This is the minimum 1-sigma
uncertainty in the flux value at each pixel – the actual uncertainty is discussed further in Section 4.
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Ingredients
1. Level 3 (flux-calibrated) FORCAST imaging data from the Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
2. FORCAST GO Handbook for reference (latest version can be found on the SOFIA Data Products and Archives
page)
3. FORCAST Color Correction Tables
4. Your favorite image analysis/photometry package that supports FITS. For example:
• ATV for IDL (https://www.physics.uci.edu/~barth/atv/)
• APT (http://www.aperturephotometry.org/)
5. (OPTIONAL) Your favorite photometry package, e.g.:
• IDL:Astro Library:DAOPHOT (https://idlastro.gsfc.nasa.gov/contents.html#C2)
• AstroPy:photutils (http://photutils.readthedocs.io/en/stable/index.html)
[Note]: A basic run-through of these steps with python is shown in the FORCAST Basic photometry notebook. APT
apparently does not work with all platforms/OS (e.g. Red Hat 7); please check system requirements carefully.
Inspecting the image
Level 3 pipeline data products from FORCAST marked with a DATAQUAL keyword as NOMINAL are ready for
photometric analysis: no additional processing is required. Nonetheless, the user should inspect the image to make
sure there are no issues that might have been missed during initial quality analysis. Issues discovered during quality
analysis will be recorded as comments in the headers and can be seen as QAComments in the AOR. The background
should be close to 0 and nearly flat across the image (see Figure 1 as an example), except for the 19 micron filter (F197)
which often exhibits a “wavy” background at the few percent level. Very bright sources will sometimes have residual
artifacts related to poor or incomplete Droop and “jailbar” correction; see the [FORCAST GO Data Handbook] for
more information and examples.
The GO should also inspect the stellar profile. The stellar PSF is filter dependent and can show some ellipticity due to
telescope jitter. This is seen more so at shorter wavelengths 10 m than 20 m. Typical FWHM values range from 2.5”
at 11 m to 3.5” at longer wavelengths. But note that the FWHM is variable depending on filter, aircraft altitude, and
in-flight observing conditions (see Temi et al. (2014) for more detail on imaging performance). A sample radial profile
fit generated with the IDL tool APT is presented in Figure 2. The pixel scale for FORCAST pipeline corrected images
is 0.768”/pix (square).

1.2. FORCAST
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Figure 2. Radial profile measurement using APT.
Aperture photometry
Procedure
1. Open the Level 3 FITS file in your image analysis tool, and select the first plane.
2. Check the image for any spurious artifacts or large non-astronomical background variations.
3. Check the photometry settings: in particular, some tools (e.g. ATV) give a choice to compute photometry in
*magnitudes* or *counts*. For FORCAST you should choose *counts*; since the images are already flux
calibrated (Jy/pixel), *counts = Janskys*.
4. Using a radial profile tool, measure the FWHM of a source in your field (which may or may not be the object of
interest) and check to make sure that it is not too much larger than values expected for the given filter (see Figure
3).
5. Define your aperture and background annulus. The background annulus should be as large as possible without
including other sources or large variations to ensure good statistics. We recommend using the same aperture and
annulus as used for calibrators:
• Aperture radius: 12 pixels
• Background annulus: 15 – 25 pixels
6. Now compute photometry for the object of interest using the defined aperture and removing the background
average. The final flux for the object (𝐹𝑜 ) will be in Jy. Note the standard deviation (𝜎B ) for the background in
the annulus (you’ll need it for the uncertainty estimate below).
14
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Estimating uncertainty
Relative uncertainty in the flux measurement (𝜂) for the source can be estimated from the component relative errors,
summed in quadrature:
𝜂 2 = (𝜂m )2 + (𝜂flux )2 + (𝜂model )2
where 𝜂m is the relative error in the photometry measurement (𝜎m /𝐹𝑜 ); 𝜂flux is the relative error in the flux calibration;
and 𝜂model is the relative uncertainty in the flux calibration model at the given wavelength, which is typically 5% (Dehaes
et al. 2011). The relative flux calibration error (𝜂flux ) is simply ERRCALF/CALFCTR and can range from 1% – 10%
depending on the filter used (typically higher for longer wavelengths).
The relative uncertainty in the photometry (𝜂m ) is dominated by sky photon noise and variations in pixel-to-pixel
response, since the data are not “flat-fielded”. The most straightforward way to estimate the photometric uncertainty is
simply is to use the standard deviation of the background. Note that this background is the residual background since
the data are already sky-subtracted. The final measured source flux is given by:
𝐹𝑜 = Σ(𝐹𝑖𝑗 − < 𝐵 >)) (over ij pixels within the aperture)
Where 𝐹𝑖𝑗 is simply the flux in the ij-th pixel and B is the expected value for the residual background (per pixel) in the
annulus, usually taken to be median. Note that since the sky has already been subtracted, should be very close to 0.
Hence the absolute uncertainty of the measurement will be:
(𝜎m )2 = Σ[(𝜎𝑖𝑗 )2 + (𝜎B )2 ] (over - pixels within aperture)
where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝜎B are the standard deviations of the ij-th pixel in the aperture and the background, respectively. But
if the uncertainty in each pixel is dominated by a combination of pixel-to-pixel response variation and Poisson noise
from the sky, then
𝜎𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝜎B
and
(𝜎m )2 = 2𝑁pix (𝜎B )2 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑎𝑝 2 𝜎B 2
𝜎m = sqrt(2𝜋)𝑟ap 𝜎B and 𝜂m = (𝜎𝑚 /𝐹𝑜 )
where 𝑟ap is the radius of the aperture in *pixels*. So the final relative uncertainty in the flux measurement would be:
𝜂 2 = 2𝜋(𝑟ap 𝜎B /𝐹𝑜 )2 + (< ERRCALF > / < CALFCTR >)2 + (0.0025)
For measured signal to noise (𝐹𝑜 /𝜎B ) << 300, the first term dominates the uncertainty. For low S/N measurements, it
could be advantageous to use a small aperture to reduce the overall uncertainty in the measurement and apply an aperture correction to determine the actual flux. Successful application of an aperture correction requires a very accurate
characterization of the instrumental PSF and assumes that the PSF is stable. However, as discussed below and in Su et
al. (2017), the FORCAST PSF is highly variable. As a consequence, the uncertainty in the aperture correction will be
significant and possibly even greater than the reduction in uncertainty gained by using the smaller aperture.
Color correction
A color correction can be applied to determine the true flux 𝐹𝜈 (𝜆ref ) of the object (assuming either power-law or blackbody spectrum) at the filter reference wavelength 𝜆ref , from the FITS header, using the FORCAST Color Correction
Tables
𝐹𝜈 (𝜆ref ) = 𝐹𝑜 (𝜆𝑟𝑒𝑓 )/𝐾
Where 𝐹𝑜 is the measured flux and K is the color correction for the given filter. Note that for many of the source
spectrum model and filter combinations, the K-value is very small or negligible compared to the flux calibration fitting
and model errors (Section 4).

1.2. FORCAST
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FORCAST PSF Fitting
The measured image quality of SOFIA-FORCAST in-flight is limited by telescope jitter arising from vibrations of the
telescope itself (e.g., due to wind loading in the cavity), turbulence (“seeing”), and tracking accuracy. Figure 4 shows a
sample of FWHM measurements derived from observations of stellar calibrators compared to the theoretical diffraction
limit calculated for a 2.5 m primary with a 14% central obstruction combined with the FWHM telescope jitter, here
assumed to be 2.08 arcsec (1.25 arcsec rms).

Figure 3: Representative FWHM Image Quality for the FORCAST camera in select filters as measured during Cycle 4. Also shown are the diffraction limited FWHM (solid line; calculated for a 2.5-m primary with a
14% central obstruction) and the modeled IQ (dashed line), which includes shear layer seeing and 1.25” RMS
telescope jitter.
Due to the nature of a flying observatory, the SOFIA-FORCAST PSF is relatively unstable from flight-to-flight and
even among observations on a single flight. Detailed analysis by Su et al. (2017) indicates that the FWHM can vary by
as much as 6 to 8% from observation to observation. The inner portion of the PSF can be fit using a slightly elongated
2-D Moffat profile. The outer wings of the profile, however, deviate significantly from a Moffat function and must
be modeled with a more sophisticated profile or empirically using high S/N observations of standard stars (e.g. Su et
al. 2017). Results of Su et al. (2017) suggest that careful PSF modeling must be done to accurately measure excess
emission within 10 arcsec of the target.
Crowded fields and background emission
When a source is in a crowded field or is embedded on a background of extended emission, it is common to determine
the photometry using an aperture correction method. As discussed above, aperture correction is not recommended for
FORCAST photometry due to the variable PSF. Instead, direct PSF fitting is required to address crowded sources. A
2-D Moffat profile can be used for an initial estimate, but a more sophisticated empirical model must be used to obtain
the most accurate results (see previous section). Uncertainty in the flux measurement will depend on the noise in the
background as well as the uncertainty in the PSF fit.
In practice, however, it is rare for there to be a crowded field in the mid-IR that might necessitate the use of an aperture
correction. What is more likely is that there may be point sources on a complex IR background due to nebular emission.
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In this case, instead of applying an aperture correction a better method is to model and remove the background before
performing aperture photometry on the source.
References
Dehaes, S. et al. 2011, A&A, 533, 107.
Temi, P. et al. 2014, ApJS, 212, 24.
Su, K. et al. 2017, AJ, 153, 226.

1.2.3 FORCAST Grism Spectra: Basic Inspection and Assessment
• Aim: Inspection of grism data.
• Data: Level 3 grism data of the Herbig Ae star, AB Aur (G063, G111, G227, and G329)
• Tools: astropy, DS9
• Instrument: FORCAST
• Documentation: FORCAST data handbook
Goals
• Read and inspect FORCAST grism data.
• Overplot slit angle and position on image using DS9.
• Masking regions with strong telluric features.
• Plot Spectral Energy Distribution (SED).
• Absolute flux calibration using independant photometry.
• Conversion of flux from Jy to 𝜆F𝜆 .
Introduction
This recipe provides an overview and sample python code for plotting and assessing FORCAST grism data. The
FORCAST observing modes are described in the SOFIA Observer’s Handbooks, available from the Proposing and
Observing page on the SOFIA website; and the FORCAST data products are described in the FORCAST GO Data
Handbook.
Imports
[1]: import numpy as np
import numpy.ma as ma
from astropy.io import fits
from astropy import constants as const
from astropy import units as u
from astropy.table import Column, Table
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
(continues on next page)
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# for interactive plots
%matplotlib inline

Ingredients
1. Level 3 (flux calibrated) FORCAST grism data (either CAL or CMB files) from the Infrared Science Archive
(IRSA)
2. Sample Data (if desired): For the examples in this recipe, we use the calibrated data for AB Aur
from program 05_0138 (PI: Shuping), flight 434. The dataset consists of four LEVEL 3 CMB files,
one file for each grism setting (G063, G111, G227, and G329), which can be downloaded from the
IRSA using the following search parameters: - Coordinates or Object Name = AB Aur - Radius
= 100 arcseconds - MissionID = 2017-09-27_FO_F434 - PlanID = 05_0138 - Instrument = FORCAST - Configuration = Low Resolution Spectroscopy - Processing State = LEVEL 3 The four files
should be saved with their original names in a folder named “forcast-sample-data” in the same directory as this Python Notebook: - forcast-sample-data/F0434_FO_GRI_0501381_FORG063_CMB_02280229.fits
forcast-sample-data/F0434_FO_GRI_0501382_FORG111_CMB_0234-0238.fits
forcast-sample-data/F0434_FO_GRI_0501383_FORG227_CMB_0230-0233.fits
forcast-sampledata/F0434_FO_GRI_0501384_FORG329_CMB_0239-0246.fits
You can download the example data directly here.
FORCAST data
Raw FORCAST data suffers from several instrumental artifacts. Nearly all of the artifacts are removed or corrected
by the FORCAST pipeline, including: bad pixels; the Droop effect; non-linear pixel response; and the “jailbar” effect.
In addition, the grism pipeline extracts the one-dimensional spectra, applies both wavelength and flux calibration, and
corrects for telluric absorption. For point sources, an “optimal extraction” algorithm is used, while for extended (nonpoint-like) sources, a standard summation over a fixed aperture is used (see recipe on custom extractions for additional
information). See the FORCAST GO Data Handbook for details regarding the artifacts, pipeline algorithms, and the
flux-calibration process.
Level 3 FORCAST grism data is written in FITS format as a 2-dimensional data array with a single header (for detailed
description, see FORCAST GO Data Handbook). The data is in a 5 x N array, where N is the number of wavelength
bins/samples, with the following convention: - The first line of the data array contains the wavelength (𝜇m); - the second
line contains the pipeline-reduced and flux calibrated spectrum (Jy); - the third line contains the uncertainty (Jy); - the
fourth contains the adopted atmospheric transmission spectrum; - and the fifth contains the instrumental response used
in the flux calibration process (Me-/s/Jy, where “Me-” is 10^6 electrons).
Each FORCAST grism file contains the spectrum for a specific grism, which is indicated in the name of the file, e.g.
“FORG111” would be a file containing data for the 11.1 𝜇m grism. The pipeline does not combine specta from different
grisms, this is left to the user.
There are two data types for LEVEL 3 FORCAST grism data: 1. CAL files: flux calibrated results for each raw
(LEVEL_1) data file. There can be multiple CAL files for a single AOR. 2. CMB files: if possible, multiple CAL files
for a single AOR are coadded into a “combined” data file. Usually there is only one CMB file per AOR.
Except for the provenance, the two datatypes are identical and hence the procedures below are equally valid for both.
The “error” spectrum is for the statistical uncertainty only and does not reflect systematic uncertainties in the absolute
flux, for example losses due to slit misalignment or poor image quality (see below). If absolute fluxes are required, it is
highly recommended that additional imaging data are obtained at the same time in order to calibrate the grism spectra
accurately.
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Viewing the FITS Header
First we will read a FITS file for one of the grism observations, display the full header, and then pick out some important
keyword values to display in a “summary” table.
[2]: # first open the file...
g063_fits = fits.open("example_data/FORCAST/F0434_FO_GRI_0501381_FORG063_CMB_0228-0229.
˓→fits")
# ...and get info
g063_fits.info()
Filename: example_data/FORCAST/F0434_FO_GRI_0501381_FORG063_CMB_0228-0229.fits
No.
Name
Ver
Type
Cards
Dimensions
Format
0 PRIMARY
1 PrimaryHDU
324
(242, 5)
float64
You can see from the FITS file info that the file contains a single primary HDU with 5 x 242 element array containing
the calibrated data. Now display the full header:
[3]: # Now display FITS header in full:
g063_fits[0].header[0:30]
[3]: SIMPLE =
BITPIX =
NAXIS
=
NAXIS1 =
NAXIS2 =
ALTI_STA=
ALTI_END=
AOR_ID =
ASSC_AOR=
ATRNFILE=
CALERR =
C2NC2
=
CHOPPING=
CHPAMP1 =
CHPANGLE=
CHPANGLR=
CHPCOORD=
CHPNPOS =
CHPSETL =
DATASRC =
DATE-OBS=
DETBIAS =
DETCHAN =
DETECTOR=
DETITIME=
DICHROIC=
DITHER =
EPERADU =
FILENUM =
FILTER =

T
-64
2
242
5
42984
42993

/ Written by IDL: Wed Nov 22 15:43:45 2017
/Real*8 (double precision)
/
/
/
/ feet, aircraft altitude start das.ic1080_15hz.p
/ feet, aircraft altitude end das.ic1080_15hz.pre
'05_0138_1'
/ Astronomical Observation Request Identifier
'05_0138_1'
/ All input AOR-IDs
'ATRAN_Models/atran_43K_35deg_4-50mum.sav' / ATRAN file
0.0237970 / Fractional flux calibration error
F / pointing controlled without telescope nod
T / chopping
30 / arcsec, chop amplitude on sky sma.sky_amplitude
-330 / deg, chop angle astro commanded (e.g. aor)
330 / deg, chop angle requested of the obervatory
0 / 0=SIRF 1=TARF 2=ERF
2 / number of secondary mirror (chop) positions
26 / milliseconds allotted for chopper settle
'astro
'
/ (DCS) data source
'2017-09-27T09:03:58.606' / observation start ccyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.s
1.73700 / detector bias
'SW
'
/ wavelength channel swc lwc
'As-010 '
/ detector array
17.9601 / detector integration time, discounts throwaways
'Mirror (swc)'
/ dichroic element
F / dithers are in use
136 / electrons per DN
'0228-0229'
/
'G5-8
'
/ filter configuration name

The header is quite large, so we might want to just pull out some keywords of interest:
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[4]: # And now pull out useful summary data from specific keywords:
keywords = [
"ALTI_STA",
"ALTI_END",
"AOR_ID ",
"CHPAMP1 ",
"DATE-OBS",
"MISSN-ID ",
"NODAMP ",
"OBJECT ",
"SKY_ANGL ",
"SKYMODE ",
"SLIT
",
"ZA_START ",
"ZA_END ",
"TELVPA ",
"NODSTYLE",
"TOTINT
",
"CALQUAL
",
"WCSQUAL
",
"DATAQUAL",
]
# Loop over keywords to print.
for kywd in keywords:
print(kywd, "=", g063_fits[0].header[kywd], "/", g063_fits[0].header.comments[kywd])
ALTI_STA = 42984 / feet, aircraft altitude start das.ic1080_15hz.p
ALTI_END = 42993 / feet, aircraft altitude end das.ic1080_15hz.pre
AOR_ID = 05_0138_1 / Astronomical Observation Request Identifier
CHPAMP1 = 30 / arcsec, chop amplitude on sky sma.sky_amplitude
DATE-OBS = 2017-09-27T09:03:58.606 / observation start ccyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss.s
MISSN-ID
= 2017-09-27_FO_F434 / mission id
NODAMP
= 60 / arcsec nod amplitude
OBJECT = AB Aur (1) / name given by observer
SKY_ANGL = 261.527 / "up" on det from N, coords.pos.sibs.vpa
SKYMODE
= NMC / sky patterning mode
SLIT
= FOR_LS47 / slit
ZA_START
= 35.3101 / zenith angle soo 90-coord.pos.sibs.alt
ZA_END
= 34.9659 / zenith angle eoo
TELVPA
= 261.527 / deg, SI VPA coord.pos.sibs_vpa
NODSTYLE = NMC / nod/chop style
TOTINT
= 71.8406 / Total integration time (s) as specified in the
CALQUAL
= NOMINAL / Calibration status
WCSQUAL
= UNKNOWN / WCS validity
DATAQUAL = NOMINAL / QA status: see HISTORY
This list of keywords provides a nice summary of the observation. There are a few different keywords in the header
for integration time(s); here we show TOTINT because it reflects the total on-source integration time (factoring in
chop-nod style). This is the value that the GO should use to compare to the FORCAST integration time estimator. It
is also important to take a look at the HISTORY cards to see a summary of the data pipelining and especially the QA
notes, which are usually at the end of the HISTORY block:
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[5]: # Display HISTORY block:
print(g063_fits[0].header["HISTORY"])

Previous History
----------------

Headers updated by dsandel, 2017-09-29T10:40:42
WCSQUAL: None -> UNKNOWN
------------------------------------------------ PIPELINE HISTORY ------------------------------------------------:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::: LOAD DATA, CALCULATE VARIANCE :::
Read noise is 244.800
Excess noise factor is 1.00000
Gain is 136.000
Integration time is 8.98005
Variance for raw data calculated from
V = N*betaG/(FR*t*g) + RN^2/(FR*t*g^2), where
N is the raw ADU per frame in each pixel,
betaG is the excess noise factor,
FR is the frame rate, t is the integration time,
g is the gain, and RN is the
read noise in electrons
::::::::::::::::::::::::
::: CLEAN BAD PIXELS :::
Clean: Jailbar cleaning method is MEDIAN
Interpolate using maskinterp(data,mask,1,6,plsfit)
Clean: Remove corrupted line 255 - Replaced with 254
::::::::::::::::::::::::
::: DROOP CORRECTION :::
Droop: Applied channel suppression (droop) correction
Droop: Channel suppression correction factor 0.00350000
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::: BACKGROUND LEVEL CALCULATION :::
Background: level is 2465.10,2464.78,2453.95,2453.92 using
section defi
::: IMG NON-LINEARITY CORRECTION :::
Image non-linearity: Scale is 6000.00
Coeff=[0.99762921,0.34382635,-0.019972477,-0.040238521,-0.169616
7,0.08
Image non-linearity: level limits are [1926.0, 11905.0]
Image non-linearity: factor of plane 0 is 0.770196
Image non-linearity: factor of plane 1 is 0.770169
Image non-linearity: factor of plane 2 is 0.769242
(continues on next page)
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Image non-linearity: factor of plane 3 is 0.769239
::::::::::::::::
::: STACKING :::
Counts converted to millions of e/s using
FRMRATE=29.9192 and EPERADU=136
Value of chop tsa convention is -1

----------------------------------------------------------This file produced by FORCAST_REDUX v1.3.0 with reduction
package(s):
FSPEXTOOL v1.4.0 (for extraction)
DRIP v1.1.7 (for image processing)
FSpextool History
----------------Input ObsIDs: 2017-09-27_FO_F434B0228, 2017-09-27_FO_F434B0229
Description of reduction:
This spectrum was extracted from
F0434_FO_GRI_0501381_FORG063_STK_0228.fits,F0434_FO_GRI_0501381_
ORG063_STK_0229.fits. The flat
OC2cals/spatcal_20150217/G1_wide_flat.fits was used to find the
edges of the order in the extraction process. The image and
flat were used to define smoothed spatial profiles. These
profiles were used to determine aperture centers and radii.
Background regions were determined, fit, and subtracted from the
spectra during extraction. The wavecal file
OC2cals/spatcal_20150217/G1_wavecal.fits was used to determine
the wavelength calibration. The spectra were extracted using
standard extraction. Bad pixels were fixed during extraction.
Extracted spectral orders were scaled by the factors 0.986,
1.014. Spectra from all apertures in all input images were
combined using a Median (MAD) statistic.
Description of data:
The output FITS files contain a 3-D array of data consisting of
sets of triplet arrays of data for each aperture and each order,
where each triplet is composed of an array for the wavelength,
an array for the flux, and an array for the error. The triplets
for each aperture are stacked behind one another, followed by
the triplets for the next order, etc. If no orders have been
skipped or deselected in the extraction process, the contents of
aperture Y in order X can be found as follows:lambda =
array[*,0,( X - (smallest order number))*naps + (Y-1)], flux
=
array[*,1,( X - (smallest order number))*naps + (Y-1)], error =
array[*,2,( X - (smallest order number))*naps + (Y-1)] For
example, for an SXD file with two apertures, the wavelength
array for aperture 1 in order 3 is located in array [*,0,0], the
(continues on next page)
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flux is in array [*,1,0] and the error is in array [*,2,0]. For
aperture 2, the wavelength is in array [*,0,1], the flux is in
array [*,1,1] and the error is in array [*,2,1]. For order 4,
the flux for aperture 1 is in array [*,1,2], while the flux for
aperture 2 is in array [*,1,3]. For order 5, the fluxes for the
two apertures are in arrays [*,1,4] and [*,1,5], etc.
Additional processing:
The spectra were shifted in wavelength by 0.49159486,0.61216746
pixels to match the atmospheric model.The spectra were
calibrated by dividing by the atmospheric transmission model
(ATRAN_Models/atran_43K_35deg_4-50mum.sav) and the instrumental
response (response/v4.1.0/G063_LS47_DB175_response.fits). These
models are recorded in the spectra as columns 4 and 5,
respectively.
----------------------------------------------------------This file produced by FORCAST_REDUX v1.3.0 with reduction
package(s):
FSPEXTOOL v1.4.1 (for extraction)
DRIP v1.1.7 (for image processing)
Headers updated by sshenoy, 2017-11-24T09:34:12
Notes from quality analysis
--------------------------Telluric correction optimization failed. Default atran model was
used to perform telluric correction.
CALQUAL: None -> NOMINAL
WCSQUAL: None -> UNKNOWN
DATAQUAL: None -> NOMINAL

So in this case, manual optimization of the telluric correction failed and the default atran model was used for the
reduction. So the GO might want to examine the G063 data to see if there are issues with the telluric correction in the
data.
Slit Orientation on the Sky
For some observations, it is important to know the slit orientation and geometry on the sky. The slit width (arcsec),
height (arcsec), and long-axis position angle (degrees, E of N) are logged in the keywords SLTW_ARC, SLTH_ARC,
and SKY_ANGL, respectively:
[6]: # Display keywords related to slit geometry:
slit_keywords = ["SLTW_ARC", "SLTH_ARC", "SKY_ANGL"]
# Loop over keywords to print.
for kywd in slit_keywords:
print(kywd, "=", g063_fits[0].header[kywd], "/", g063_fits[0].header.comments[kywd])
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SLTW_ARC = 4.7 / Slit width in arcseconds
SLTH_ARC = 194.3 / Slit height in arcseconds
SKY_ANGL = 261.527 / "up" on det from N, coords.pos.sibs.vpa
We can use the slit information and sky position to create a DS9 region file which can then be imported into DS9 and
overplotted on any image of the object with a valid WCS. Specification for regions in DS9 can be found here: http:
//ds9.si.edu/doc/ref/region.html. Note that either the TELRA/DEC or OBSRA/DEC can be used for the sky position:
TELRA/DEC is the sky position as reported by the telescope at the time of the observation whereas OBSRA/DEC is
the sky position specified by the observer in the AOR. Due to various issues, the TELRA/DEC is not always accurate,
especially for chop/nod observations. We recommend trying both and contacting your instrument scientist if there is a
discrepancy.
[7]: # First store the relevant values in local variables, for convenience.
object = g063_fits[0].header["OBJECT"]
ra = str(15.0 * g063_fits[0].header["OBSRA"]) # converting from hours to degrees
dec = str(g063_fits[0].header["OBSDEC"])
slitw_arc = str(g063_fits[0].header["SLTW_ARC"])
slith_arc = str(g063_fits[0].header["SLTH_ARC"])
sky_angl = str(g063_fits[0].header["SKY_ANGL"])
# now create a regions file and write the values above in according to region file spec:
file = open(object + "_slit.reg", "w")
file.write("# Region file format: DS9 version 4.1\n")
file.write(
'global color=green dashlist=8 3 width=1 font="helvetica 10 normal roman" select=1␣
˓→highlite=1 dash=0 fixed=0 edit=1 move=1 delete=1 include=1 source=1\n'
)
file.write("fk5\n")
file.write(
"box("
+ ra
+ "d,"
+ dec
+ "d,"
+ slitw_arc
+ '",'
+ slith_arc
+ '",'
+ sky_angl
+ ") # text = {"
+ object
+ "}"
)
file.close()
To use the region file, first load an image of your target into DS9. In this example, we will load a WISE image of AB
Aur:
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Then click “Regions” -> “Load Region. . . ”, navigate to the local directory where your region file was saved, and click
on the region file (in this example: “AB Aur (1) slit.reg”). Format should be “ds9”; the slit size and orientation should
then be overplotted on the image:
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Reading the File and Loading the Data into a Table Structure
Now we’ll read a FITS file for the grism of interest and load the data into a convenient set of table structures in Python.
We’ll start with the G227 (22.7 𝜇m) grism data. The file contains a single HDU containing a 5 x 236 array. Now place
the data portion into a separate table structure for convenience:
[8]: # Define a function for loading fits data into tables with units
def loadFORCASTGrismData(filename):
# Now open fits file for the sample data...
data_fits = fits.open(filename)
# ... read the data portion of the file into a separate array:
data_tmp = data_fits[0].data
# ... load into table for convenience:
data_table = Table(
[data_tmp[0], data_tmp[1], data_tmp[2], data_tmp[3], data_tmp[4]],
names=("wavelength", "flux", "error", "telluric", "response"),
masked=True,
meta={"name": "Data Table"},
)
# ...and assign units:
data_table["wavelength"].unit = "micron"
data_table["flux"].unit = "Jy"
data_table["error"].unit = "Jy"
data_table["response"].unit = "1/(Jy*s)"

# response is (Me-/s)/Jy

# ...and mask NaNs in the flux.
data_table["flux"].mask = np.isnan(data_table["flux"])
return data_fits, data_table

# return both the FITS structure and the table.

# Now read the file for the G227 data:
g227_fits, g227 = loadFORCASTGrismData(
"example_data/FORCAST/F0434_FO_GRI_0501383_FORG227_CMB_0230-0233.fits"
)
g227.info
[8]: <Table masked=True length=236>
name
dtype
unit
n_bad
---------- ------- ---------- ----wavelength float64
micron
0
flux float64
Jy
4
error float64
Jy
0
telluric float64
0
response float64 1 / (Jy s)
0
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Plotting the Spectra
Start by plotting flux (with errors) and S/N as a function of wavelength:
[9]: plt.figure(figsize=(15, 10))
plt.errorbar(
g227["wavelength"], g227["flux"], yerr=g227["error"], fmt="o", label="Flux"
)
plt.title("G227")
plt.xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
plt.ylabel("F$_v$ (Jy)")
plt.legend(loc="upper left");

nbsphinx-code-borderwhite
[10]: plt.figure(figsize=(15, 10))
plt.step(g227["wavelength"], g227["flux"] / g227["error"], label="SNR", where="mid")
plt.title("G227")
plt.xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
plt.ylabel("SNR")
plt.legend(loc="upper left");
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In order to assess whether any particular features in the spectrum are real or not, it is important to compare the flux
to the telluric transmission. We’ll write a short function for comparing flux spectrum to telluric transmission from the
same data table.
[11]: # Define a function to plot two spectra from the same FORCAST data table:
def compareTelluric(table):
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots(figsize=(15, 10))
ax1.set_xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
ax1.set_ylabel("F$_v$ (Jy)")
ax1.errorbar(
table["wavelength"], table["flux"], yerr=table["error"], fmt="o", label="Flux"
)
plt.legend(loc="lower left")
color = "tab:red"
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
ax2.set_ylabel("Transmission", color=color)
ax2.plot(
table["wavelength"],
table["telluric"],
color=color,
linestyle=":",
label="Telluric Transmission",
)
ax2.tick_params(axis="y", labelcolor=color)
ax2.set_ylim(bottom=0.0)
# plt.title(table)
plt.legend(loc="upper left")

compareTelluric(g227)
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It is clear form this plot that most of the “features” in the spectrum are in fact residuals left over from the telluric
correction. It is sometimes possible to improve the correction by careful modelling of the atmospheric lines, but some
residuals are almost always present.
For very low-S/N data, it is useful to look at both the telluric transmission and the response. Here we’ll take a look at
the G329 grism data as an example:
[12]: # Read in data for G329 grism using the function we defined earlier:
g329_fits, g329 = loadFORCASTGrismData(
"example_data/FORCAST/F0434_FO_GRI_0501384_FORG329_CMB_0239-0246.fits"
)

# now plot flux and telluric transmission together
compareTelluric(g329)
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[13]: # and now plot flux and response together
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots(figsize=(15, 10))
ax1.set_xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
ax1.set_ylabel("F$_v$ (Jy)")
ax1.errorbar(
g329["wavelength"], g329["flux"], yerr=g329["error"], fmt="o", label="Flux"
)
plt.legend(loc="lower left")
color = "tab:red"
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
ax2.set_ylabel("Response", color=color)
ax2.plot(
g329["wavelength"], g329["response"], color=color, linestyle=":", label="Response"
)
ax2.tick_params(axis="y", labelcolor=color)
plt.legend(loc="upper left")
plt.title("G329");
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Due to the strong telluric absorption coupled with relatively low response, the flux values for 𝜆 > 35 𝜇m should be
viewed with some caution.
Masking Regions with Strong Telluric Features
Regions with particularly strong telluric absorption generally suffer from very poor correction and should be masked
out. For example, the G111 grism generally suffers from poor correction at 9.6 𝜇m due to the very deep telluric O3
band there:
[14]: # Read in data for G111 grism using the function we defined earlier:
g111_fits, g111 = loadFORCASTGrismData(
"example_data/FORCAST/F0434_FO_GRI_0501382_FORG111_CMB_0234-0238.fits"
)
# and use our plotting function from earlier to compare flux to telluric transmission:
compareTelluric(g111)
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Now mask out all flux values for which the transmission is less than some threshold (0.7 in this example) and re-plot.
Note that matplot lib automatically applies the mask to the data when plotting.
[15]: # Pick masking threshold for telluric transmission:
thresh = 0.7
# and generate masks for flux and error columns.
g111["flux"].mask = g111["telluric"] < thresh
g111["error"].mask = g111["telluric"] < thresh
# Re-plot; masks are applied automatically.
compareTelluric(g111)

nbsphinx-code-borderwhite
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Plotting the Complete SED
Now we can load the last grism data file (G063) and plot the full SED from 5 – 40 mic.:
[16]: # And finally, read in the G063 data:
g063_fits, g063 = loadFORCASTGrismData(
"example_data/FORCAST/F0434_FO_GRI_0501381_FORG063_CMB_0228-0229.fits"
)
# Now plot all grism data together as a line plot, semi-log
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 10))
plt.semilogx(g063["wavelength"], g063["flux"], label="G063")
plt.semilogx(g111["wavelength"], g111["flux"], label="G111")
plt.semilogx(g227["wavelength"], g227["flux"], label="G227")
plt.semilogx(g329["wavelength"], g329["flux"], label="G329")
plt.title("AB Aur")
plt.xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
plt.ylabel("F$_v$ (Jy)")
plt.legend();
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(Notice that Python automatically uses the masked data for G111.)
The first thing we notice is that there appears to be a flux break or discrepancy between the G227 and G329 grisms,
which is most likely due to additional slit losses for the G329 data.
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Calibration Using Independant Photometry
The absolute flux calibration accuracy of the grism data can be uncertain by >10% due to systematic uncertainties at
the time of observation (e.g. poor atmospheric conditions, bad seeing, or slit mis-alignment). In this section, we show
how to use independant FORCAST photometric observations to “re-calibrate” the grism data (assuming the imaging
observations are considered accurate).
The most common reason for systematic error in the grism flux data is mis-alignment of the slit during the observation.
Since the width of the FORCAST slits are smaller than the SOFIA PSF in general, the slit only “samples” a fraction of
the flux from the source. The FORCAST pipeline accounts for this “loss” automatically for each grism using a default
PSF model. However, if the target is not centered on the slit during the observation, or if the image quality is poor,
there can be an additional loss that is not accounted for in the pipeline processing. These additional “slit losses” can
be assessed and “fixed” using trusted absolute photometry from the same spectral region. For the sample data, we also
have photometric fluxes for each grism band pass which we use to compare to the grism spectra below.
[17]: # Create a table of values for the photometry
filters = ["F064", "F111", "F197", "F315"]
waves = [6.34774, 11.0888, 19.6993, 31.3615] # microns
delwaves = [0.14, 0.95, 5.5, 5.7] # filter bandpass (FWHM, microns)
fluxes = [12.854, 26.778, 47.129, 77.264] # Jy
relerrs = [0.063705, 0.073197, 0.063439, 0.089142] # absolute uncertainty (ratio)

phot = Table(
[filters, waves, fluxes, relerrs, delwaves],
names=("filter", "wave", "flux", "relerr", "delwave"),
meta={"name": "Photometry Data Table"},
)
phot["wave"].unit = "micron"
phot["delwave"].unit = "micron"
phot["flux"].unit = "Jy"
# Now plot all grism data together as a line plot, using semi-log (x-axis)
fp = "tab:blue"
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 10))
plt.semilogx(g063["wavelength"], g063["flux"], label="G063")
plt.semilogx(g111["wavelength"], g111["flux"], label="G111")
plt.semilogx(g227["wavelength"], g227["flux"], label="G227")
plt.semilogx(g329["wavelength"], g329["flux"], label="G329")

plt.errorbar(
phot["wave"],
phot["flux"],
xerr=0.5 * phot["delwave"],
yerr=phot["flux"] * phot["relerr"],
fmt="o",
color=fp,
label="Photometry",
)
plt.title("AB Aur")
plt.xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
(continues on next page)
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plt.ylabel("F$_v$ (Jy)")
plt.legend();
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The grism spectra match up very well with the photometry except for G329 which appears too low, most likely due
to slit misalignment during the observation. Assuming the losses are independant of wavelength, the grism data can
be shifted up to match the photometric value by simply averaging the grism data (weighted by the filter transmission),
calculating the offset between the average grism flux and the photometric flux, and applying that offset to the grism
flux data. Filter transmission curves can be found in the FORCAST Observers Handbook, which is available from the
SOFIA Proposal Resources page.
[18]: # read in filter transmission file from SOFIA website.
f315 = Table.read(
"https://www.sofia.usra.edu/sites/default/files/31pt5mu.txt",
format="ascii",
names=("wave", "trans"),
)

# re-bin transmission onto our grism data wavelength grid and save in new array.
f315_wts = np.interp(g329["wavelength"], f315["wave"], f315["trans"])
# and now plot flux and response together
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots(figsize=(15, 10))
ax1.set_xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
ax1.set_ylabel("F$_v$ (Jy)")
ax1.errorbar(
g329["wavelength"], g329["flux"], yerr=g329["error"], fmt="o", label="Flux"
)
plt.legend(loc="lower left")
color = "tab:red"
(continues on next page)
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ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
ax2.set_ylabel("F315 Filter Transmission", color=color)
ax2.plot(
g329["wavelength"],
f315_wts,
color=color,
linestyle=":",
label="Filter Transmission",
)
ax2.tick_params(axis="y", labelcolor=color)
plt.legend(loc="upper left");
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[19]: # now compute weighted average using the filter transmission for the weights.
g329_av = ma.average(g329["flux"], weights=f315_wts)
# and shift the spectrum up by the difference
g329_f_adj = g329["flux"] + (phot["flux"][3] - g329_av)
# and add to the data table
g329["flux_adj"] = g329_f_adj
g329["flux_adj"].unit = "Jy"
Here we’ve added an extra column for the new “adjusted” flux spectrum. Now re-plot with the adjusted values for
G329:
[20]: fp = "tab:blue"
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 10))
# plot all grism settings
plt.semilogx(g063["wavelength"], g063["flux"], label="G063")
plt.semilogx(g111["wavelength"], g111["flux"], label="G111")
plt.semilogx(g227["wavelength"], g227["flux"], label="G227")
(continues on next page)
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# plot adjusted spectrum for g329
plt.semilogx(
g329["wavelength"], g329["flux_adj"], label="G329 Adj"
) # <--- Adjusted spectrum
plt.errorbar(
phot["wave"],
phot["flux"],
xerr=0.5 * phot["delwave"],
yerr=phot["flux"] * phot["relerr"],
fmt="o",
color=fp,
label="FORCAST Phot (2017)",
)
plt.title("AB Aur")
plt.xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
plt.ylabel("F$_v$ (Jy)")
plt.legend();
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The adjusted G329 spectrum now matches the G227 spectrum very nicely.
USER EXERCISE: Use the F197 photometry and filter curve to re-calibrate the G227 grism spectrum. In this case,
the overall grism flux should come down just a little.
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Converting to 𝜆F𝜆
We often want to work with 𝜆F𝜆 in order to assess where the object is emitting the most power (per logade or decade).
AstroPy quantities and constants makes this easy. Remember that 𝜆F𝜆 = 𝑣F𝑣 = c * F𝑣 / 𝜆.
[21]: # Calculate lam f_lam (= nu F_nu = c * F_nu / lambda), convert to W/m^2, and add to␣
˓→table with mask if it exists.
lamflam = const.c * g063["flux"] / g063["wavelength"] # calculate
lamflam = lamflam.to(u.W / (u.m * u.m)) # and convert to W/m^2
g063["lamflam"] = lamflam # ...put in table...
lamflam = const.c * g111["flux"] / g111["wavelength"] # calculate
lamflam = lamflam.to(u.W / (u.m * u.m)) # and convert to W/m^2
g111["lamflam"] = lamflam # ...put in table...
g111["lamflam"].mask = g111["flux"].mask # ...and dont forget to mask lamflam as well.
lamflam = const.c * g227["flux"] / g227["wavelength"] # calculate
lamflam = lamflam.to(u.W / (u.m * u.m)) # and convert to W/m^2
g227["lamflam"] = lamflam # ...put in table...
lamflam = (
const.c * g329["flux_adj"] / g329["wavelength"]
) # calculate using adjusted flux
lamflam = lamflam.to(u.W / (u.m * u.m)) # and convert to W/m^2
g329["lamflam"] = lamflam # ...put in table...
g111.info
[21]: <Table masked=True length=242>
name
dtype
unit
n_bad
---------- ------- ---------- ----wavelength float64
micron
0
flux float64
Jy
24
error float64
Jy
24
telluric float64
0
response float64 1 / (Jy s)
0
lamflam float64
W / m2
24
We’ve retained MKS units, but it is easy to convert to CGS from here if desired.
And now re-plot with 𝜆F𝜆 :
[22]: fp = "tab:blue"
plt.figure(figsize=(15, 10))
# plot all grism settings
plt.semilogx(g063["wavelength"], g063["lamflam"], label="G063")
plt.semilogx(g111["wavelength"], g111["lamflam"], label="G111")
plt.semilogx(g227["wavelength"], g227["lamflam"], label="G227")
# plot adjusted spectrum for g329
plt.semilogx(
g329["wavelength"], g329["lamflam"], label="G329 Adj"
) # <--- Adjusted spectrum
(continues on next page)
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plt.title("AB Aur")
plt.xlabel("Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
plt.ylabel("$\lambda$F$_{\lambda}$ (W/m\^2)")
plt.legend();
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1.2.4 FORCAST Grism Spectra: Basic Line Analysis
• Aim: Basic line fluxes and line fitting of grism data.
• Data: Level 3 grism data of the Saturn Nebula (G111)
• Tools: astropy, specutils
• Instrument: FORCAST
• Documentation: FORCAST data handbook
Goals
• Load and clean grism data
• Fit the continuum
• Measure the line fluxes
• Fit a spectral lines with a 1D Guassian
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Introduction
This recipe provides an overview and sample code (in Python) for some simple line analysis tasks using FORCAST
grism observations. We recommend that the user reviews the first FORCAST Grism Recipe (FORCAST Grism Recipe:
Basic Inspection and Assessment) before proceeding with this slightly more advanced tutorial.
Raw FORCAST data suffers from several instrumental artifacts. Nearly all of the artifacts are removed or corrected
by the FORCAST pipeline, including: bad pixels; the Droop effect; non-linear pixel response; and the “jailbar” effect.
In addition, the grism pipeline extracts the one-dimensional spectra, applies both wavelength and flux calibration,
and corrects for telluric absorption. For point sources, an “optimal extraction” algorithm is used, while for extended
(non-pointlike) sources, a standard summation over a manually defined aperture is used. See the FORCAST GO Data
Handbook for details regarding the artifacts, pipeline algorithms, and the flux-calibration process.
In this recipe we show the user how to do some minor “cleaning” of the LEVEL_3 data and then some basic emission
line analysis including continuum fitting and subtraction, line flux measurement, and simple line fitting.
There are a handful of relatively mature spectral line analysis in python, including linetools and pyspeckit. For this
recipe/example, we are using specutils since this seems to be the most general package.
Imports
[1]: import numpy as np
import numpy.ma as ma
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from astropy.io import fits
from astropy.modeling import models
from astropy.table import Table,QTable,Column
from astropy import constants as const
from astropy import units as u
from astropy.visualization import quantity_support
from specutils import Spectrum1D, SpectralRegion
from specutils.fitting import fit_generic_continuum
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline
quantity_support() ;

Ingredients
1. Level 3 (flux calibrated) FORCAST grism data (either CAL or CMB files) from the Infrared Science Archive
(IRSA).
2. Sample Data (if desired): In this example we will be using observations of the PN NGC 7009.
• Level 3 data can be obtained from the IRSA using the following search criteria:
– Coordinates or Object Name = NGC 7009
– Radius = 100 arcseconds
– Mission ID = “2017-08-07_FO_F428”
– AOR ID = 05_0063_7
– Instrument = FORCAST
– Processing State = Level 3
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• Download all data and save to local desktop.
• For this example we will be using the following files:
– F0428_FO_GRI_0500637_FORG111_CAL_0177-0196.fits
– F0428_FO_GRI_0500638_FORG227_CMB_0197-0215.fits
• For convenience, we recommend saving both files in a folder called “forcast-sample-data” in the same
directory as this Python Notebook.
You can download the example data directly here.
3. FORCAST GO Data Handbook for reference (latest version can be found on the SOFIA Data Products and
Archives page)
4. Download and install specutils from the AstroPy Affiliated Packages page.
Cleaning the Data
First we’ll load the calibrated data for a single grism observation (G111 in this example) and take a look at the spectrum.
[2]: #Define a function for loading fits data into table structure,
#keeping the FITS data for later use if needed.
def loadFORCASTGrismData(filename):
#Now open fits file for the sample data...
data_fits = fits.open(filename)
#... read the data portion of the file into a separate array:
data_tmp = data_fits[0].data
#... load into table for convenience
data_table = Table([data_tmp[0],data_tmp[1],data_tmp[2],data_tmp[3],data_tmp[4]],
names=('wavelength', 'flux', 'error', 'telluric', 'response'), masked␣
˓→= True,
meta={'name': 'Data Table'})
#and assign units.
data_table['wavelength'].unit = 'micron'
data_table['flux'].unit = 'Jy'
data_table['error'].unit = 'Jy'
data_table['response'].unit = 'Jy/s'
#...and mask out NaNs in flux.
data_table['flux'].mask = np.isnan(data_table['flux'])
return data_fits,data_table

#Calibrated data file on local disk:
calfile = 'example_data/FORCAST/F0428_FO_GRI_0500637_FORG111_CAL_0177-0196.fits'
#Load fits data and tabular data...
g111_fits, g111_tab=loadFORCASTGrismData(calfile)
(continues on next page)
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#And plot flux and telluric spectra
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots(figsize=(15,10))
ax1.set_xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
ax1.set_ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)')
ax1.errorbar(g111_tab['wavelength'],g111_tab['flux'],yerr=g111_tab['error'],fmt='o',
˓→label="Flux")
ax1.legend(loc="lower left")
color = 'tab:red'
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
ax2.set_ylabel('Transmission', color=color)
ax2.plot(g111_tab['wavelength'],g111_tab['telluric'], color=color, linestyle=':',label=
˓→"Telluric")
ax2.tick_params(axis='y', labelcolor=color)
ax2.set_ylim(bottom=0.0)
ax2.legend();
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This G111 spectrum appears to contain two strong emission lines: one at ~9.0𝜇m (ArIII) and a very strong one at
~10.5𝜇m (SIV). A nice table of line wavelengths and strengths can be found on the MPE website. There are two main
issues we need to “clean” before proceeding with line analysis: NaN values and noisy data due to deep telluric features.
We’ll define a function for this that creates a mask and then uses it to create a new “clean”-ed table of wavelength, flux,
and error (leaving the telluric and response sprectra behind). We already masked the NaNs when we read the FITS file
and created the data tables, so we just need to add the telluric regions to the mask.
[3]: #Define a "clean"-ing function, that takes a FORCAST data table and telluric threshold␣
˓→as inputs:
def cleanFORCASTGrismData(in_table,tell_thresh):
#Now define mask (= True) for telluric transmission and add to the exisitng mask.
in_table['flux'].mask = in_table['flux'].mask | (in_table['telluric'] < tell_thresh)
(continues on next page)
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#and apply NOT(Mask) to the wavelength, flux, and error arrays,
#to pull out new "clean" arrays
fc = in_table['flux'][~in_table['flux'].mask]
wc = in_table['wavelength'][~in_table['flux'].mask]
fc_err = in_table['error'][~in_table['flux'].mask]
#and return a new table with cleaned arrays
#Need to use QTable here to support specutils later.
return QTable([wc,fc,fc_err],
names=('wavelength', 'flux', 'error'), masked = True,
meta={'name': 'Cleaned Spectrum'})

#and now execute on our data for G111 with a telluric threshold of 0.75
g111_clean = cleanFORCASTGrismData(g111_tab,0.75)
#And plot flux and errors
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.errorbar(g111_clean['wavelength'].value,g111_clean['flux'].value,yerr=g111_clean[
˓→'error'].value,fmt='o',label="Flux")
#plt.legend(loc="lower left")
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)');
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Now that the spectrum is cleaned, we are ready to begin some simple line analysis.
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Fitting the Continuum Across the Grism
Our first analysis task is to fit the continuum across the grism. In this step, the hard part is identifying all the sections of
“line-free” continuum. There are many ways to do this automatically, but in this example we will simply estimate the
continuum regions by eye. The easiest way to bookkeep this is to identify all the regions with lines first, then logically
invert those regions to extract the continuum. In the G111 case above, we have two lines: one at ~9.0 𝜇m and another
stronger one at ~10.5 𝜇m. So lets define our line regions as: - 8.88 – 9.15 𝜇m - 10.25 – 10.75 𝜇m
[4]: #As usual, lets define a function that takes a list of line regions and extracts␣
˓→everything external to
#those regions as continuum:
def createContinuumSpectrum(in_table,line_regions):
wave = in_table['wavelength']
flux = in_table['flux']
err = in_table['error']
#initialize the continuum mask, where T corresponds to "is Continuum".
cont_mask = 1.0*u.um < wave #initialize to FALSE
#for each line region...
for x in line_regions:
#...update mask value to TRUE for all points *outside* of that region
cont_mask = cont_mask & ~((x[0]<wave) & (x[1]>wave))
return

QTable([wave[cont_mask],flux[cont_mask],err[cont_mask]],
names=('wavelength', 'flux', 'error'), masked = True,
meta={'name': 'Continuum Spectrum'})

[5]: #now try it out with our G111 data
#first define the line regions...
g111_line_regions = [[8.88*u.um,9.15*u.um],
[10.25*u.um,10.75*u.um]]
g111_cont = createContinuumSpectrum(g111_clean,g111_line_regions)
#And plot flux and errors with continuum in green
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.errorbar(g111_clean['wavelength'].value,g111_clean['flux'].value,yerr=g111_clean[
˓→'error'].value,fmt='o',color='b')
plt.errorbar(g111_cont['wavelength'],g111_cont['flux'],yerr=g111_cont['error'],fmt='o',
˓→color='g',label='Continuum')
plt.legend()
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)');
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Now that we have identified the continuum (plotted in green above), we can use specutils to fit it. specutils utilizes the
models and fitters that are part of the astropy.modeling package, so we’ll need to load those too. In the end we’ll save
the fitted continuum back in the cleaned data table.
[6]: #define a function to fit the continuum; will need to take QTable object as input
#to support the specutils functions.
def fitContinuum(data,cont):
#read the wavelength and flux arrays for convenience
wave = data['wavelength']
flux = data['flux']
wave_c = cont['wavelength']
flux_c = cont['flux']
#Now load arrays into a Spectrum1D objects for further analysis:
#we'll need one for both the cleaned data and our continuum data:
spec=Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave,flux=flux)
cont_spec=Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave_c,flux=flux_c)
#use a 2nd order Chebyshev1D -- see astropy.modeling for more info on using models.
cont_model=models.Chebyshev1D(2, c0=0., c1=0., c2=0.)

#Now fit continuum across the grism using fit_generic_continuum
#which takes a continuum Spect1D object as input with optional model (which we␣
˓→defined above).
cont_fit=fit_generic_continuum(cont_spec, model=cont_model)
#and calculate fitted flux values for *full* cleaned spectrum
data['cont']=cont_fit(spec.spectral_axis)
#Add the continuum fit data to the QTable object.
return data
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[7]: #now try it out with our G111 data:
fitContinuum(g111_clean,g111_cont)
#and plot model and continuum subtracted flux
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.plot(g111_clean['wavelength'].value,g111_clean['flux'].value,'b.',label = "total flux
˓→")
plt.plot(g111_clean['wavelength'].value,g111_clean['cont'].value,color="r",label=
˓→'continuum fit')
plt.plot(g111_clean['wavelength'].value,g111_clean['flux'].value-g111_clean['cont'].
˓→value,'g.',label='continuum subtracted')
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)')
plt.legend()
plt.grid()
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USER EXERCISE: Fit the continuum to the NGC7009 G227 data (see ingredients above), which is slightly larger and
more sloped than the G111 continuum.
Measuring Line Flux
The specutils package comes with a number of convenient tools for basic line analysis. This recipe focuses on emission
lines, but generally speaking the tools can be used with absorption lines as well. Our first task will be to measure the
line flux from the line of interest, in this case, the strong SIV line at 10.5 𝜇m.
We will first load our “clean”-ed continuum-subtracted flux data (along with the errors) into a specutils Spec1D structure
and then isolate the line:
[8]: from specutils.manipulation import extract_region
#First read wavelength, flux, and continuum from our cleaned data table:
wave = g111_clean['wavelength']
(continues on next page)
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flux = g111_clean['flux'] - g111_clean['cont']
err = g111_clean['error']

#use continuum subtracted flux

#Now load into Spect1D object:
spec = Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave,flux=flux)
err_spec = Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave,flux=err)
#Now define sub region for the 10.5 micron line, just eye-balling from the plot above.
lines_sr = SpectralRegion(9.5*u.um, 11.*u.um)
#And extract those regions for separate analysis.
#Extract_region takes a Spect1D and SpectralRegion objects as inputs and returns
#a *list* of Spect1D objects, one per region.
lines = extract_region(spec, lines_sr)
line_errs = extract_region(err_spec, lines_sr)

#Plot resulting region surrounding our line:
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.errorbar(lines.spectral_axis,lines.flux,yerr=line_errs.flux,
color='b',label='data')
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)')
plt.grid()
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Now compute the line flux using the built-in function in specutils, which simply integrates under the data. For convenience, we’ll convert the Spec1D objects to frequency space to make the unit conversions easier. Since line_flux is
essentially just doing an integration over frequency across the region, we can estimate the 1-𝜎 uncertainty of the line
flux by simply adding the flux errors over the region in quadrature and multiplying by the wavelength step.
[9]: #convert spec1D objects to frequency space
#and reverse the arrays b/c apparently specutils expects spectral_axis to be increasing.
(continues on next page)
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tmp=lines.spectral_axis
nu=tmp.to(u.THz,equivalencies=u.spectral())
lines_nu = Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=nu[::-1],flux=lines.flux[::-1])
#And now use the line_flux function to get total line fluxes for the line.
#line_flux takes a *continuum subtracted* Spectrum1D object with optional spectral␣
˓→region,
#if the user wants to integrate over a smaller region.
from specutils.analysis import line_flux
#print lineflux for each line region and convert to W/m^2
print(lines_nu) #Print some info about the line region.
print('Line Flux:')
print(line_flux(lines_nu))
print(line_flux(lines_nu).to(u.W * u.m**-2))

#calculate the errors
errs = line_errs.flux
quad = np.sqrt(np.sum(errs**2))
#multiply by the step size in nu, delta_nu.
#Here I'm simply calculating the average delta_nu across the region:
˓→(N - 1)
#Where N is the number of samples (points).
nu = lines_nu.spectral_axis
del_nu = (np.max(nu) - np.min(nu))/(len(nu) - 1)
line_flux_err = quad * del_nu
print('Error:')
print(line_flux_err)
print(line_flux_err.to(u.W * u.m**-2))
print('SNR:')
print(line_flux(lines_nu)/line_flux_err)
print('----------------------------')

(nu_max - nu_min)/

Spectrum1D (length=50)
flux:
[ -0.060154 Jy, ..., 0.36707 Jy ], mean=5.6485 Jy
spectral axis:
[ 27.274 THz, ..., 30.132 THz ], mean=28.656 THz
Line Flux:
16.355252712734014 Jy THz
1.6355252712734015e-13 W / m2
Error:
0.2786296592121553 Jy THz
2.7862965921215532e-15 W / m2
SNR:
58.69889357428647
---------------------------USER EXERCISE: Measure the line flux and SNR for the ArIII line at 9.0 𝜇m.
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Line Fitting
Lastly, specutils provides a nice set of tools for some basic line fitting. Any of the models available in the astropy modelling package can be used. The default fitter is a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm for least squares (LevMarLSQFitter)
although it appears other fitters could be used as well. Evaluating model parameter uncertainties is left to the user.
NOTE: Since the grism resolution is R~100 or so, only sources with a significant amount of high velocity emission
(>1000 km/s) will really benefit from line-fitting.
First load the data into the specutils Spec1D objects and extract the line region:
[10]: #First read wavelength, flux, and continuum from our cleaned data table:
wave = g111_clean['wavelength']
flux = g111_clean['flux']
#observed flux
err = g111_clean['error']
#errors
cont = g111_clean['cont'] #continuum model
#Now load into Spect1D objects:
spec_obs = Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave,flux=flux)
spec_cont = Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave,flux=cont)
spec_errs = Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave,flux=err)
spec_cs = Spectrum1D(spectral_axis=wave,flux=(flux-cont))
˓→subtracted flux in the fitting step.

#we'll need continuum␣

#Now define sub region for the line at 10.5 micron
line_sr = SpectralRegion(9.5*u.um, 11.*u.um)
#And extract that region for separate analysis.
#Extract_region takes a Spect1D and SpectralRegion objects as inputs and returns
line_obs = extract_region(spec_obs, line_sr)
line_cont = extract_region(spec_cont, line_sr)
line_err = extract_region(spec_errs, line_sr)
line_cs = extract_region(spec_cs, line_sr)
#continuum subtracted

#Plot total flux and continuum model:
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.errorbar(line_obs.spectral_axis,line_obs.flux,
yerr=line_err.flux,color='b',label='data')
plt.plot(line_cont.spectral_axis,line_cont.flux,label='continuum model',color='red')
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)')
plt.grid()
plt.legend();
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Now we’ll load the fitting functions and run the fitter; which is only a few lines of code. Note that a number of profile
models are available in the astropy modelling package. Here we’ll use a simple 1D Gaussian:
[11]: from specutils.fitting import fit_lines, estimate_line_parameters
#First generate an initial Gaussian profile model with estimates generated from the data.
g_est = estimate_line_parameters(line_cs, models.Gaussian1D())
#Numerous other models (e.g. Voigt, Lorentzian, etc...) are available in the
#astropy modelling package, which can be specified in the estimate_line_parameters call:
#g_est = estimate_line_parameters(line_cs, models.Voigt1D())
#g_est = estimate_line_parameters(line_cs, models.Lorentz1D())

#Regardless of what model is used, the fitting routine is the same.
#fit_lines takes a Spect1D object and initial model profile as inputs.
g_fit = fit_lines(line_cs, g_est)
print(g_fit)
Model: Gaussian1D
Inputs: ('x',)
Outputs: ('y',)
Model set size: 1
Parameters:
amplitude
mean
stddev
Jy
micron
micron
--------------- ------------------ ------------------53.866258857508 10.503897458720795 0.04462759099997495
Next we’ll evaluate the model fluxes at each wavelength and add to the continuum model so we can compare the full
model to the observed flux:
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[12]: #Calculate the model line flux and add to continuum model to generate full model:
model = g_fit(line_cs.spectral_axis) + line_cont.flux
#And calculate fit parameters for display
wave_cent=[g_fit.mean.value]
hm=[g_fit.amplitude.value / 2.0]
hwhm=[2.355*g_fit.stddev.value / 2.0]
#COmpare full model to observed flux
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.errorbar(line_obs.spectral_axis,line_obs.flux,yerr=line_err.flux,
fmt='o',color='b',label='data')
plt.step(line_obs.spectral_axis,model,label='model (cont+line)',color='red',where='mid')
#And overplot fitted wavelength and FWHM:
plt.errorbar(wave_cent,hm,xerr=hwhm, fmt='o',color='g', label='FWHM (fit)')
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)')
plt.grid()
plt.legend();
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A sigma of 0.045 𝜇m corresponds to a FWHM of 0.106 𝜇m and an R = v / ∆v of about 100, which is close to the R =
130 limit for the G111 grism. The line is either marginally resolved, or the image quality for this particular observation
was not quite good enough to achieve the best possible resolution.
We can evaluate the goodness of fit by examining the residuals and calculating the chi-squared and reduced chi-squared
statistics. For the degrees of freedom, remember that we used a 2nd order Chebyshev for our continuum, so we have 6
constraints for the full continuum and line model.
[13]: #Now calculate residuals:
res = line_obs.flux - model
#...and plot them.
plt.figure(figsize=(15,2))
(continues on next page)
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plt.errorbar(line_obs.spectral_axis,res,yerr=line_err.flux,fmt='o',color='b',label=
˓→'residuals')
#plt.plot(x.spectral_axis,line_fit,label='line fit',color='red')
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('Residuals (Jy)')
plt.grid()
plt.legend()
#Report the chi**2 statitic (for comparison to other model fits), and the reduced chi˓→squared:
c = 6 #nubmer of constraints (parameters) on our continuum + line model.
chisq=np.sum((res**2)/(line_err.flux)**2)
chisq_nu=chisq/(len(line_obs.flux)-c)
print('Chi Squared:')
print(chisq)
print('Reduced Chi Squared:')
print(chisq_nu)

Chi Squared:
302.98749794155054
Reduced Chi Squared:
6.886079498671603
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While a 1D Gaussian may provide a good estimate of the line centroid and width, it is not a terribly good fit to the
observed data. The Voigt profile does not fit very well either: the residuals and chi-squared statistics are nearly identical
to those for the Gaussian profile. Detailed modelling of the FORCAST grism line profile is still a work in progress.
USER EXERCISE: Try fitting the SIV line with Voigt and Lorentzian profiles and comapre the results with the Gaussian
case.
USER EXERCISE: Find the centroid and FWHM for the ArIII line at 9.9 𝜇m.

1.2.5 FORCAST Grism Spectra: Custom Spectral Extraction
• Aim: Extract grism data with a user-defined aperture.
• Data: Level 3 grism data of the Saturn Nebula (G111)
• Tools: astropy, DS9
• Instrument: FORCAST
• Documentation: FORCAST data handbook
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Goals
• Inspect previous aperture extraction
• Determine optimal new extraction based on 2D spectral image
• Plot newly extracted spectrum
Introduction
This recipe provides an overview and sample code (in Python) for custom spectral extractions from the LEVEL_2
2-D rectified images produced by the FORCAST pipeline. We recommend that the user reviews the first FORCAST
Grism Recipe (FORCAST Grism Recipe: Basic Inspection and Assessment) before proceeding with this slightly more
advanced tutorial.
Raw FORCAST data suffers from several instrumental artifacts. Nearly all of the artifacts are removed or corrected
by the FORCAST pipeline, including: bad pixels; the Droop effect; non-linear pixel response; and the “jailbar” effect.
In addition, the grism pipeline extracts the one-dimensional spectra, applies both wavelength and flux calibration,
and corrects for telluric absorption. For point sources, an “optimal extraction” algorithm is used, while for extended
(non-pointlike) sources, a standard summation over a manually defined aperture is used. See the FORCAST GO Data
Handbook for details regarding the artifacts, pipeline algorithms, and the flux-calibration process.
The extraction aperture for extended sources is generally set manually to include all the flux from the source and may
not be exactly what the guest investigator (GI) needs for his or her science. For our purposes the extraction aperture
is simply the “window” in slit position [x_lo,x_hi] over which flux is summed at each wavelength to produce a 1D spectrum (flux vs wavelength). The final extracted 1-D spectrum is saved in a CAL file as usual (see FORCAST
Grism Recipe: Basic Inspection and Assessment for review); in addition, the pipeline saves the wavelength-calibrated,
recitifeid 2-D spectral image (from which the extraction is made) in a corresponding RIM file, with wavelength along
the x-axis and slit position along the y-axis.
In this recipe we show the user how to plot the aperture used on the 2-D spectral image and how to do a simple custom
extraction using a different aperture if desired.
Imports
[1]: from astropy.io import fits
from astropy.table import Table, Column
from astropy import constants as const
from astropy import units as u
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.patches as patches
from aplpy import FITSFigure
import numpy as np
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline
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Ingredients
1. Level 3 (flux calibrated) FORCAST grism data (either CAL or CMB files) from the Infrared Science Archive
(IRSA) and the accompanying LEVEL_2 RIM file(s) for each CAL or CMB file.
• You can obtain the RIM files for a given AOR by using the following search criteria:
– Processing State: Level 2
• The accompanying RIM files will have the same name as the CAL/CMB files, except with “RIM” in the
middle of the name instead of “CAL”/”CMB” (see example below).
2. Sample Data (if desired): In this example we will be using observations of the PN NGC 7009.
• Level 3 data can be obtained from the IRSA using the following search criteria:
– Coordinates or Object Name = NGC 7009
– Radius = 100 arcseconds
– Mission ID = “2017-08-07_FO_F428”
– AOR ID = 05_0063_7
– Instrument = FORCAST
– Processing State = Level 3
• Download all data and save to local desktop.
• To get the LEVEL_2 RIM files use the exact same search along with:
– Processing State = “Level 2” And again download all the data and save to local desktop.
• For this example we will be using the following files:
– F0428_FO_GRI_0500637_FORG111_CAL_0177-0196.fits
– F0428_FO_GRI_0500637_FORG111_RIM_0177-0196.fits
• For convenience, we recommend saving in a folder called “forcast-sample-data” in the same directory as
this Python Notebook.
You can download the example data directly here.
3. FORCAST GO Handbook for reference (latest version can be found on the SOFIA Data Products page.)
4. Download and install APLpy.
Inspecting the Extraction Aperture
Our first task is to determine what aperture was used with the default pipeline extraction and plot it on the 2-D rectified
image for evaluation. First load the CAL and RIM files and plot the extracted spectrum from the CAL file:
[2]: #Define a function for loading fits data into tables with units
def loadFORCASTGrismData(filename):
#Now open fits file for the sample data...
data_fits = fits.open(filename)
#... read the data portion of the file into a separate array:
data_tmp = data_fits[0].data
(continues on next page)
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#... load into table for convenience
data_table = Table([data_tmp[0],data_tmp[1],data_tmp[2],data_tmp[3],data_tmp[4]],
names=('wavelength', 'flux', 'error', 'telluric', 'response'), masked␣
˓→= True,
meta={'name': 'Data Table'})
#and assign units.
data_table['wavelength'].unit = 'micron'
data_table['flux'].unit = 'Jy'
data_table['error'].unit = 'Jy'
data_table['response'].unit = 'Jy/s'
return data_fits,data_table

#Calibrated data file on local disk:
calfile = 'example_data/FORCAST/F0428_FO_GRI_0500637_FORG111_CAL_0177-0196.fits'
#Load FITS data and tabular data...
g111_fits, g111_tab=loadFORCASTGrismData(calfile)
#And plot flux and telluric spectra
fig, ax1 = plt.subplots(figsize=(15,10))
ax1.set_xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
ax1.set_ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)')
ax1.errorbar(g111_tab['wavelength'],g111_tab['flux'],yerr=g111_tab['error'],fmt='o',
˓→label="Flux")
ax1.legend(loc="lower left")
color = 'tab:red'
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # instantiate a second axes that shares the same x-axis
ax2.set_ylabel('Transmission', color=color)
ax2.plot(g111_tab['wavelength'],g111_tab['telluric'], color=color, linestyle=':',label=
˓→"Telluric")
ax2.tick_params(axis='y', labelcolor=color)
ax2.legend();
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Now suppose we want to take a look at the 2-D spectral image from which this extraction was made. The recitified 2-D
images are stored in the LEVEL_2 “RIM” file (“F0428_FO_GRI_0500637_FORG111_RIM_0177-0196.fits”). The
easiest way to quickly read and display this file is to use AplPy (remember that FORCAST image data is stored in 3-D
data “cubes” where the first plane is flux):
[3]: #Load RIM file...
rimfile = 'example_data/FORCAST/F0428_FO_GRI_0500637_FORG111_RIM_0177-0196.fits'
g111rim_fits = fits.open(rimfile)
#And now display 2-d image from RIM file
cmap = 'rainbow'
axs = FITSFigure(g111rim_fits, slices = [0]) #0-th slice contains flux
axs.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)
axs.add_colorbar();
INFO: Auto-setting vmin to -4.369e-03 [aplpy.core]
INFO: Auto-setting vmax to 1.914e-02 [aplpy.core]
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AplPy automatically applies the coordinate transformation matrix (CD matrix) stored in the FITS header to the data,
which will make the next step (aperture display) a little easier. So here you can see there appears to be a strong line
around 10.6 𝜇m and a weaker one at 9 𝜇m. Since this is clearly not a resolved point source, the user might want to
know what aperture was used for the 1-d extraction. The aperture position and radius is stored in the CAL file header
using the FITS keywords “APPOSO01” and “APRADO01” in units of arcsec, so lets grab those values and display
them:
[4]: #Find apertures for G111 extraction, [position (arcsec),radius (arcsec)]
g111_ap = [float(g111_fits[0].header['APPOSO01']),
float(g111_fits[0].header['APRADO01'])]
print,g111_ap;
So the aperture used for the extraction was centered at 120 arcsec with a radius of +/- 20 arcsec, which we can now
plot on teh 2-D rectified image:
[5]: #Display the image again
cmap = 'rainbow'
axs = FITSFigure(g111rim_fits, slices = [0])
axs.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)
axs.add_colorbar()
cent=g111_ap[0]
rad=g111_ap[1]
#Define center line, and low/hi limits using simple numpy array: [[x1, x2],[y1,y2]]
(continues on next page)
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ap_cent = np.array([[8, 14],[cent,cent]])
ap_lo = np.array([[8, 14],[cent-rad,cent-rad]])
ap_hi = np.array([[8, 14],[cent+rad,cent+rad]])
#and now use matplotlib.showlines to overplot the lines on the 2-D image.
axs.show_lines([ap_cent], color = 'r')
axs.show_lines([ap_lo], color = 'b')
axs.show_lines([ap_hi], color = 'b');
INFO: Auto-setting vmin to -3.524e-03 [aplpy.core]
INFO: Auto-setting vmax to 9.923e-03 [aplpy.core]
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Custom Extractions
To make a custom extraction, the user will need the original CAL (or CMB) file (for the telluric and response spectra),
the corresponding RIM file, and the size and location of the desired aperture(s). In the example above, the aperture
used appears to be a little large and slightly misaligned. We recommend that the user first explore the RIM file using
a separate image analysis tool like DS9 in order to identify the exact location and size of the desired apertures. In the
case above, using DS9, we see that the spectral line at ~10.5 𝜇m is double-peaked in the spatial direction:
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We can also plot flux as a function of slit position for a vertical line-cut along the emission line (see orange line above):

The spatial separation of the two peaks is approximately 10 pixels, which corresponds to ~7.7 arcsec. Since the FWHM
of the PSF at 11 𝜇m is typically <3.0 arcsec, this indicates that the two peaks are likely to be real (which might be
excpected for a planetary nebula) and we might want to extract spectra for each separately in order to compare the line
1.2. FORCAST
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flux from each position. Using DS9, we estimate the approximate locations and widths of each new aperture (1 and 2)
in pixel space: - Aperture 1 - Center: 162 - Width: 16 - Aperture 2 - Center: 147 - Width: 11
NOTE: Normally we would also identify additional background regions for subtraction. Since the RIM file has already
been sky-subtracted, the background is very close to zero and should not make a huge difference in the results of this
“quick” extraction.
We will need to first extract the image array from the RIM file. Remember that the RIM data is a data cube containing
flux (0), variance (1), and coverage (2). We only need the flux array for this exercise:
[6]: #Read the data portion of the file into a separate array for convenience.
tmp = g111rim_fits[0].data
g111_rim = tmp[0,:,:] #0th plane contains the flux.
Now define our apertures and plot them on the RIM image.
[7]: #original aperture from pipeline reduction as reference.
#ap0_cent = 150
#ap0_width = 50
#Define new apertures:
ap1_cent = 162
ap1_width = 16
ap2_cent = 147
ap2_width = 11
#and convert to integer arrays:
ap1 = np.array([ap1_cent-0.5*ap1_width,ap1_cent+0.5*ap1_width],dtype='int_')
ap2 = np.array([ap2_cent-0.5*ap2_width,ap2_cent+0.5*ap2_width],dtype='int_')
# Create figure and axes
fig,ax = plt.subplots(1,figsize=(15,10))
# Display the RIM image
ax.imshow(g111_rim,origin='lower')
# Create a rectangle patch for each aperture:
ap1_patch = patches.Rectangle((0,ap1[0]),241,ap1_width,
linewidth=1,edgecolor='r',facecolor='none')
ap2_patch = patches.Rectangle((0,ap2[0]),241,ap2_width,
linewidth=1,edgecolor='y',facecolor='none')
# Add the patches
ax.add_patch(ap1_patch)
ax.add_patch(ap2_patch)
plt.show()
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Since the 2-D RIM file is already wavelength rectified and calibrated, all we need to do is sum the data in each aperture
over the spatial dimension to get the flux at each wavelength in the wavelength array stored in the CAL file. In order to
flux calibrate, simply divide by the telluric and response sepctra provided in the CAL file that we loaded earlier in the
recipe. Note, however, that for Nod-Match-Chop mode (NMC) the central (positive) source is doubled after stacking,
so a factor of 0.5 must be applied to account for this doubling. Most grism observations with FORCAST are taken in
NMC mode, but you can confirm by checking the FITS keyword “SKYMODE”.
[8]: #Sum RIM data over spatial dimension of each aperture,
#and apply telluric correction and response function to flux calibrate.
flux1 = np.sum(g111_rim[ap1[0]:ap1[1],:242],axis=0) / g111_tab['telluric'] / g111_tab[
˓→'response']
flux2 = np.sum(g111_rim[ap2[0]:ap2[1],:242],axis=0) / g111_tab['telluric'] / g111_tab[
˓→'response']
#If FITS keyword "SKYMODE" = "NMC", divide by 2 to account for doubled up central beam.
if g111_fits[0].header['SKYMODE'] == 'NMC':
flux1 = 0.5*flux1
flux2 = 0.5*flux2
#Since the wavelength solution in the CAL file is *derived* from the RIM file,
#we can simply plot the resulting flux arrays for each aperture against the wavelength␣
˓→array
(continues on next page)
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#in the CAL file.
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.plot(g111_tab['wavelength'], flux1, label='ap1', color='r')
plt.plot(g111_tab['wavelength'], flux2, label='ap2', color='y')
#and plot the default pipeline output for comparison.
plt.plot(g111_tab['wavelength'], g111_tab['flux'], label='pipeline', color='b')
plt.xlabel('Wavelength ($\mu$m)')
plt.ylabel('F$_v$ (Jy)')
plt.legend();
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We can see from this simple double aperture extraction that the lineflux in the “upper” part of the PN (aperture 1) is
about twice that in the “lower” part (aperture 2). This quick extraction method is a good way to explore the data and
decide whether a re-reduction should be requested from the SOFIA Science Center. If the user finds that a re-extraction
with different aperture(s) is warranted by this quick-look method, we encourage him or her to contact the SOFIA Help
Desk with a re-reduction request.

1.3 HAWC+
1.3.1 HAWC+ Data Inspection
• Aim: Basic inspection and analysis.
• Data: Level 4 imaging polarimetry data for 30 Dor
• Tools: astropy
• Instrument: HAWC+
• Documentation: HAWC+ Data Handbook.
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Goals
• Load and plot stokes I, Q and U data
• Create polarized intensity and polization fraction maps
• Overplot polization vectors
• Create all polization maps
Introduction
This recipe provides an overview and sample python code for inspecting and plotting HAWC+ data. The data used
in this example come from a SOFIA press release (SOFIA Reveals Never-Before-Seen Magnetic Field Details) and
the data are publicly available. We will go through the inital steps for loading the level 4 polarization and creating
polarization maps.
Imports
[1]: import numpy as np
from astropy.io import fits
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from aplpy import FITSFigure
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline

Ingredients
Downloading HAWC+ Data
• Fill in the following fields
• Spatial constraints:
• Coordinates or object name: 30 Dor from drop-down menu
• Radius: 600 arcseconds
• Click on the arrow next to Observation Constraints to open the drop-down options.
• Observation Constraints:
• Observation Date: From: 2018-01-01 To: 2019-01-01
• Instrument Constraints
• Select HAWC+
• Data Product Constraints:
• Processing Level: Level 4
• Click the Search button
• After the results load, select the checkboxes next to the Column header AOR ID to select all data files. All files
should now have a blue check indicating selection.
• Click Prepare Download

1.3. HAWC+
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• Fill in Title as HAWC+_example_data
• Click Prepare Download
• After a few minutes, the data will be downloaded locally.
• For more information, consult the HAWC+ Data Handbook.
You can download the example data directly here.
SOFIA Data Organization
After downloading the SOFIA data to your working directory you will want to unzip it, which will produce a directory
structure like this:
.
HAWC+_example_data
level4
p5813
F0484_HA_POL_7600018_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-114.fits
missions
2018-07-05_HA_F481
p5827
F0481_HA_POL_7600012_HAWDHWPD_PMP_050-083.fits
2018-07-07_HA_F483
p5646
F0483_HA_POL_7600014_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-065.fits
2018-07-11_HA_F484
p5648
F0484_HA_POL_7600017_HAWCHWPC_PMP_065-114.fits
2018-07-12_HA_F485
p5658
g1
F0485_HA_POL_76000110_HAWAHWPA_PMP_043-052.fits
g2
F0485_HA_POL_7600019_HAWEHWPE_PMP_055-075.fits
Note the following features of this data bundle.
• Each fits file in the ‘missions’ directory corresponds to data from a single AOR (or a different filter element)
obtained on a single flight
• Each subdirectory under missions corresponds to a single flight
• fits files under ‘level4’ correspond to data combined from several flights
• If multiple filters were observed on the same flight, they will be further divided into subdirectories (g1/g2 on the
last line)
Note that two observations were made with the same filter (HAWC C, 89 𝜇m).
These files,
F0483_HA_POL_7600014_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-065.fits and F0484_HA_POL_7600017_HAWCHWPC_PMP_065-114.
fits, were combined into one:
level4->p5813->F0484_HA_POL_7600018_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-114.fits.
You can choose to keep the fits files nested, or copy them into one directory.
For the purpose of this basic analysis, though, let us dump all the files into one sofia_data directory:
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.
sofia_data
F0481_HA_POL_7600012_HAWDHWPD_PMP_050-083.fits
F0483_HA_POL_7600014_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-065.fits
F0484_HA_POL_7600017_HAWCHWPC_PMP_065-114.fits
F0484_HA_POL_7600018_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-114.fits
F0485_HA_POL_76000110_HAWAHWPA_PMP_043-052.fits
F0485_HA_POL_7600019_HAWEHWPE_PMP_055-075.fits

30 Dor data
The Strategic Director’s Discretionary Time (S-DDT) for SOFIA is aimed at providing the astronomical community
with data sets of high scientific interest over a broadrange of potential research topics without any proprietary period.
These observingsessions allow the general user community access to high-level data products that aremeant not only for
general understanding of SOFIA data and its packaging but also for inclusion in published scientific work. The S-DDT
target have been selected on a non-interference basis with existing programs and in terms of SOFIA flight planning.
The 76_0001 program, “Community Science: HAWC+ Polarimetry of 30 Dor,” was designed and scheduled to provide
the community with SOFIA polarimetry data of an important and relatively bright source. The observing strategy also
provided significantly increased scheduling efficiency for the OC6I (HAWC+) flights in July 2018. The west-bound
observing legs for 30 Doradus allowed a larger fraction of the highest ranked Cycle 6 targets, predominantly in the
inner Galaxy, to be scheduled and flown.
This cookbook recipe follows the SOFIA press release of 30 Doradus observations: SOFIA Reveals Never-Before-Seen
Magnetic Field Details. The Level 4 reduced data from this program has been released immediately to the public and
is available on the Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
To enhance the scientific exploitation of these data products, we present here an overview of the observations, visualizations of the data, and preliminary analysis of their quality.
Data Structure
For this analysis, we require the standard numpy/scipy/matplotlib stack as well the astropy and aplpy modules.
With just a few lines of code, we can explore the HAWC+ fits data cubes and plot the images.
[2]: path = 'example_data/HAWC/'
efile = path+'F0485_HA_POL_7600019_HAWEHWPE_PMP_055-075.fits'
dfile = path+'F0481_HA_POL_7600012_HAWDHWPD_PMP_050-083.fits'
cfile = path+'F0484_HA_POL_7600018_HAWCHWPC_PMP_022-114.fits'
afile = path+'F0485_HA_POL_76000110_HAWAHWPA_PMP_043-052.fits'
hawc = fits.open(afile)
hawc.info()
Filename: example_data/HAWC/F0485_HA_POL_76000110_HAWAHWPA_PMP_043-052.fits
No.
Name
Ver
Type
Cards
Dimensions
Format
0 STOKES I
1 PrimaryHDU
572
(94, 114)
float64
1 ERROR I
1 ImageHDU
27
(94, 114)
float64
2 STOKES Q
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
3 ERROR Q
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
4 STOKES U
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
5 ERROR U
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
(continues on next page)
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6 IMAGE MASK
1 ImageHDU
27
(94, 114)
float64
7 PERCENT POL
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
8 DEBIASED PERCENT POL
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
9 ERROR PERCENT POL
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
10 POL ANGLE
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
11 ROTATED POL ANGLE
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
12 ERROR POL ANGLE
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
13 POL FLUX
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
14 ERROR POL FLUX
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
15 DEBIASED POL FLUX
1 ImageHDU
18
(94, 114)
float64
16 MERGED DATA
1 BinTableHDU
234
8R x 67C
[1J, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E,␣
˓→1E, 1J, 1J, 1E, 1K, 1K, 1J, 1E, 1E, 1J, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1B, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E, 1E,
˓→ 1E, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1D, 1J, 1D, 1J, 1D, 1D,␣
˓→1D, 1J, 1J, 1J, 2624E, 2624E, 1E, 1J, 2624E, 2624E, 2624E, 2624E, D, D, D, 49A]
17 POL DATA
1 BinTableHDU
34
10716R x 10C
[J, J, D, D, D, D, D, D, D, D]
18 FINAL POL DATA
1 BinTableHDU
30
84R x 8C
[D, D, D, D, D, D, D, D]
We can see above the data structure of the multi-extension fits files. Each file contains 19 extensions which encapsulates all of the measurable Stokes parameters, derived polarization information, and associated errors in a single
package.
Stokes I
Stokes 𝐼—the zeroth extension in the fits file—represents the total intensity of the image.
Let us go ahead and plot this extension:
[3]: # set colormap for all plots
cmap = 'rainbow'
stokes_i = hawc['STOKES I']
˓→hawc.info() table above

# or hawc[0]. Note the extension is from the␣

axs = FITSFigure(stokes_i)
axs.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)
˓→chosen colormap

# load HDU into aplpy figure
# display the data with WCS projection and␣

# FORMATTING
axs.tick_labels.set_font(size='small')
# Add colorbar
axs.add_colorbar()
axs.colorbar.set_axis_label_text('Flux (Jy/pix)');
INFO: Auto-setting vmin to -9.526e-02 [aplpy.core]
INFO: Auto-setting vmax to 1.662e+00 [aplpy.core]
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Stokes Q and U
Similarly, we can plot the Stokes Q and Stokes U images:
[4]: stokes_q = hawc['STOKES Q']
stokes_u = hawc['STOKES U']
axq = FITSFigure(stokes_q, subplot=(1,2,1))
˓→two axes together
axq.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)

# generate FITSFigure as subplot to have␣
# show Q

axu = FITSFigure(stokes_u, subplot=(1,2,2),
figure=plt.gcf())
axu.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)

# show U

# FORMATTING
axq.set_title('Stokes Q')
axu.set_title('Stokes U')
axu.axis_labels.set_yposition('right')
axu.tick_labels.set_yposition('right')
(continues on next page)
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axq.tick_labels.set_font(size='small')
axq.axis_labels.set_font(size='small')
axu.tick_labels.set_font(size='small')
axu.axis_labels.set_font(size='small');
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:

Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting

vmin
vmax
vmin
vmax

to -6.738e-02 [aplpy.core]
to 8.996e-02 [aplpy.core]
to -6.348e-02 [aplpy.core]
to 8.493e-02 [aplpy.core]
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We can additionally plot the associated error maps for each extension.
[5]: stokes_q = hawc['STOKES Q']
error_q = hawc['ERROR Q']
axq = FITSFigure(stokes_q, subplot=(1,2,1))
˓→two axes together
axq.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)

# generate FITSFigure as subplot to have␣
# show Q

axe = FITSFigure(error_q, subplot=(1,2,2), figure=plt.gcf())
axe.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)
# show error
# FORMATTING
axq.set_title('Stokes Q')
axe.set_title('Error Q')
axq.axis_labels.hide()
axe.axis_labels.hide()
axq.tick_labels.hide()
axe.tick_labels.hide();
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
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vmin
vmax
vmin
vmax

# hide axis/tick labels

to -7.232e-02 [aplpy.core]
to 9.454e-02 [aplpy.core]
to 3.703e-03 [aplpy.core]
to 3.389e-02 [aplpy.core]
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Polarized Intensity Ip
Level 4 HAWC+ additionally provides extensions with the linear polarization percentage (𝑝), angle (𝜃), and their associated errors (𝜎).
Percent polarization (𝑝) and error (𝜎𝑝 ) are calculated as:
√︃(︂ )︂
(︂ )︂2
2
𝑄
𝑈
𝑝 = 100
+
(1.1)
𝐼
𝐼
⎯
[︃(︂ )︂
⎸
(︂ )︂2 ]︃
2
𝑄
𝑄
𝑈
𝑈
1
100 ⎸
⎷
2
2
[(𝑄 𝜎𝑄 ) + (𝑈 𝜎𝑈 ) + 2𝑄𝑈 𝜎𝑄𝑈 ] +
+
𝜎𝐼2 − 2 𝜎𝑄𝐼 − 2 𝜎𝑈 𝐼 (1.2)
𝜎𝑝 =
2
2
𝐼
(𝑄 + 𝑈 )
𝐼
𝐼
𝐼
𝐼
Note that 𝑝 here represents the percent polarization as opposed to the more typical convention for 𝑝 as the fractional
polarization.
Maps of these data are found in extensions 7 (PERCENT POL) and 9 (ERROR PERCENT POL).
Polarized intensity, 𝐼𝑝 , can then be calculated as 𝐼𝑝 =

𝐼×𝑝
100 ,

which is included in extension 13 (POL FLUX).

Also included is the debiased polarization percentage (𝑝 ) calculated as:
√︁
𝑝′ = 𝑝2 − 𝜎𝑝2 , found in extension 8 (DEBIASED PERCENT POL).
′

We similarly define the debiased polarized intensity as 𝐼𝑝′ =
POL FLUX).

𝐼×𝑝′
100 ,

which is included in extension 15 (DEBIASED

These values are also included in table form in extension 17 (POL DATA).
[6]: stokes_ip = hawc['DEBIASED POL FLUX']
axi = FITSFigure(stokes_i, subplot=(1,2,1))
axi.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)

# show I

axp = FITSFigure(stokes_ip, subplot=(1,2,2), figure=plt.gcf())
(continues on next page)
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axp.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)

# show Ip

# FORMATTING
axi.set_title(r'$I$')
axp.set_title(r'$I_{p^\prime}$')
axp.axis_labels.set_yposition('right')
axp.tick_labels.set_yposition('right')
axi.tick_labels.set_font(size='small')
axi.axis_labels.set_font(size='small')
axp.tick_labels.set_font(size='small')
axp.axis_labels.set_font(size='small');
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:

Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting

vmin
vmax
vmin
vmax

to -9.624e-02 [aplpy.core]
to 1.744e+00 [aplpy.core]
to -9.414e-03 [aplpy.core]
to 1.045e-01 [aplpy.core]
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Plotting Polarization Vectors
From the 𝑄 and 𝑈 maps, the polarization angle 𝜃 is calculated in the standard way:
(︁ )︁
−1 𝑈
𝜃 = 90
tan
𝜋
𝑄
with associated error:
√︁
2
2
𝜎𝜃 = 𝜋(𝑄290+𝑈 2 ) (𝑄𝜎𝑄 ) + (𝑈 𝜎𝑈 ) − 2𝑄𝑈 𝜎𝑄𝑈
The angle map is stored in extension 10 (POL ANGLE) in degrees, with its error in extension 12 (ERROR POL
ANGLE).
As part of the HAWC+ reduction pipeline, 𝜃 is corrected for the vertical position angle of the instrument on the sky, the
angle of the HWP plate, as well as an offset angle that is calibrated to each filter configuration. 𝜃 = 0∘ corresponds to
the North-South direction, 𝜃 = 90∘ corresponds to the East-West direction, and positive values follow counterclockwise
rotation.
We also provide the PA of polarization rotated by 90∘ , 𝜃90 , in extension 11 (ROTATED POL ANGLE). This PA of
polarization needs to be used with caution. If the measured polarization is dominated by magnetically-aligned dust
grains, then the PA of polarization, 𝜃, can be rotated by 90∘ to visualize the magnetic field morphology. For more
details, see Hildebrand et al. 2000; Andersson et al. 2015.
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We can now use the 𝑝′ and 𝜃90 maps to plot the polarization vectors. First, however, let us make a quality cut. Rather
than defining a 𝜎 cut on the polarization vectors themselves, it is more useful to define a signal-to-noise cut on total
intensity, 𝐼, the measured quantity.
Starting with the propagated error on the polarization fraction:
⎯
[︃(︂ )︂
⎸
(︂ )︂2 ]︃
2
𝑄
𝑈
𝑄
𝑈
100 ⎸
1
⎷
+
[(𝑄 𝜎𝑄 )2 + (𝑈 𝜎𝑈 )2 + 2𝑄𝑈 𝜎𝑄𝑈 ] +
𝜎𝐼2 − 2 𝜎𝑄𝐼 − 2 𝜎𝑈 𝐼
𝜎𝑝 =
𝐼
(𝑄2 + 𝑈 2 )
𝐼
𝐼
𝐼
𝐼
Let’s assume the errors in 𝑄, 𝑈 , and 𝐼 are comparable so that there are no covariant (cross) terms in the error expansion.
Therefore,
𝜎𝑄 = 𝜎𝑈 = 𝜎𝑄,𝑈 𝜎𝑄𝐼 = 𝜎𝑄𝑈 = 𝜎𝑈 𝐼 = 0
𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑙
√︃

(︂ 2
)︂
[︁
]︁
𝑄 + 𝑈2
1
2
2
2
2
𝜎
(𝑄 + 𝑈 ) + 𝜎𝐼
(𝑄2 + 𝑈 2 ) 𝑄,𝑈
𝐼2
√︃
(︂ 2
)︂
100
𝑄 + 𝑈2
1 √︁ 2
2
𝜎𝑝 =
𝜎𝑄,𝑈
+ 𝜎𝐼2
=
𝜎𝑄,𝑈 + 𝜎𝐼2 𝑝2
𝐼
𝐼2
𝐼
100
𝜎𝑝 =
𝐼

(1.3)
(1.4)

If we assume that 𝑝 is relatively small (e.g. the source is not highly polarized), and that the errors in 𝐼 are small, then
the second term (𝜎𝐼2 𝑝2 ) is negligible.
𝜎𝑄,𝑈
𝜎𝑝 =
𝐼
By design, the HAWC+ optics split the incident radiation into two orthogonal linear polarization states that are measured
with two independent detector arrays. The total intensity, Stokes 𝐼, is recovered by linearly adding both polarization
states. If the data is taken at four equally-spaced HWP angles, and assuming 100% efficiency of the instrument, then
the uncertainty in 𝐼 is related to the uncertanties in 𝑄 and 𝑈 :
√
𝜎𝑄 ∼ 𝜎𝑈 ∼ 2 𝜎𝐼
This simplifies our error on 𝑝 to:
√ 𝜎𝐼
2
√𝐼
2
𝜎𝑝 ∼
(𝑆/𝑁 )𝐼
𝜎𝑝 ∼

If we desire an error in 𝑝 of ∼ 0.5%, what is the required signal-to-noise in 𝐼?
(︂ )︂
√
√ 1
1
(S/N)𝐼 ∼ 2
∼ 2
𝜎𝑝
0.5%
√
2
∼
∼ 283
0.005

(1.5)
(1.6)

(1.7)
(1.8)

So, therefore if we desire an accuracy of 𝜎𝑝 ∼ 0.5%, we require a S/N in total intensity 𝐼 of ∼ 283.
This S/N cut in 𝐼 is very conservative. In the Level 4 HAWC+ data, the last extension, FINAL POL DATA, contains
a table of values similar to POL DATA, with somewhat less restrictive quality cuts applied. This extension includes
vectors satisfying the following three criteria: 1. (S/N:math:_I) > 200 2. (S/N:math:_p) > 3 3. 𝑝 < 50%
Since we include maps of all measurable polarization information with the full data set, you are free to decide on any
quality cuts that satisfy your scientific needs.
In this next panel, we include a single quality cut on S/N > 100, by performing the following steps: 1. use the Stokes
𝐼 image as the background for the vector plot 2. perform a quality cut on Stokes 𝐼/𝜎𝐼 > 100 to make a mask 3. mask
out low S/N vectors 4. plot remaining polarization vectors 5. add contours to better visualize changes in flux across
the map
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[7]: def make_polmap(filename, title=None, figure=None, subplot=(1,1,1)):
hawc = fits.open(filename)
p = hawc['DEBIASED PERCENT POL']
# %
theta = hawc['ROTATED POL ANGLE']
# deg
stokes_i = hawc['STOKES I']
# I
error_i = hawc['ERROR I']
# error I
# 1. plot Stokes I
# convert from Jy/pix to Jy/sq. arcsec
pxscale = stokes_i.header['CDELT2']*3600
˓→in deg
stokes_i.data /= pxscale**2
error_i.data /= pxscale**2

# map scale in arcsec/pix.

CDELT2 always␣

fig = FITSFigure(stokes_i, figure=figure, subplot=subplot)
# 2. perform S/N cuts on I/sigma_I, and p/sigma_p
i_err_lim = 100
mask = np.where(stokes_i.data/error_i.data < i_err_lim)
# 3. mask out low S/N vectors by setting masked indices to NaN
p.data[mask] = np.nan
# 4. plot vectors
scalevec = 0.4 # 1pix = scalevec * 1% pol
˓→easier to see
fig.show_vectors(p, theta, scale=scalevec, step=2)
˓→' vectors

# scale vectors to make it␣
# step size = display every 'step
#

˓→

step size of 2 is␣

effectively Nyquist sampling
#
--close to the beam size
# 5. plot contours
ncontours = 30
fig.show_contour(stokes_i, cmap=cmap, levels=ncontours,
filled=True, smooth=1, kernel='box')
fig.show_contour(stokes_i, colors='gray', levels=ncontours,
smooth=1, kernel='box', linewidths=0.3)
# Show image
fig.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)
# If title, set it
if title:
fig.set_title(title)
# Add colorbar
fig.add_colorbar()
fig.colorbar.set_axis_label_text('Flux (Jy/arcsec$^2$)')
# Add beam indicator
fig.add_beam(facecolor='red', edgecolor='black',
linewidth=2, pad=1, corner='bottom left')
fig.add_label(0.02, 0.02, 'Beam FWHM',
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horizontalalignment='left', weight='bold',
relative=True, size='small')
# Add vector scale
#
polarization vectors are displayed such that 'scalevec' * 1% pol is 1 pix long
#
must translate pixel size to angular degrees since the 'add_scalebar' function␣
˓→assumes a physical scale
vectscale = scalevec * pxscale/3600
fig.add_scalebar(5 * vectscale, "p = 5%",corner='top right',frame=True)
# FORMATTING
fig.tick_labels.set_font(size='small')
fig.axis_labels.set_font(size='small')
return stokes_i, p, mask, fig
In step 4 we are arbitrarily setting a scaling factor scalevec to make vectors easier to see in the figure using the FITSFigure show_vector function.
We are setting show_vector’s scale option using our variable scalevec. This should be an integer length, in pixels,
of a vector with magnitude 1 in the image specified by the polarization data, p. If p specifies fractional polarization,
derive a vector only from every “step” pixels.
[8]: stokes_i, p, mask, fig = make_polmap(afile, title='A');
INFO: Auto-setting vmin to -6.420e-02 [aplpy.core]
INFO: Auto-setting vmax to 1.160e+00 [aplpy.core]
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Plotting Polarization Fraction
We can also plot the polarization fraction 𝑝 to better visualize the structure of 30 Doradus. We plot the same contours
from total intensity 𝐼 in the background.
[9]: fig = FITSFigure(p)
# Show image
fig.show_colorscale(cmap=cmap)
# Plot contours
ncontours = 30
fig.show_contour(stokes_i, colors='gray', levels=ncontours,
smooth=1, kernel='box', linewidths=0.3)
# Add colorbar
fig.add_colorbar()
fig.colorbar.set_axis_label_text('$p^\prime$ (%)');
INFO: Auto-setting vmin to -9.429e-01 [aplpy.core]
INFO: Auto-setting vmax to 1.047e+01 [aplpy.core]
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HAWC+ Polarization Maps
Finally, using the function defined above, we plot all four HAWC+ observations of 30 Doradus.
[10]: files = [afile,cfile,dfile,efile]
titles = ['A','C','D','E']
for file, title in zip(files,titles):
make_polmap(file,title);
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:
INFO:

Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting
Auto-setting

1.3. HAWC+

vmin
vmax
vmin
vmax
vmin
vmax
vmin
vmax

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

-6.559e-02
1.140e+00
-9.121e-02
9.969e-01
-2.750e-02
3.486e-01
-9.768e-03
1.171e-01

[aplpy.core]
[aplpy.core]
[aplpy.core]
[aplpy.core]
[aplpy.core]
[aplpy.core]
[aplpy.core]
[aplpy.core]
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1.4 EXES
1.4.1 EXES: Data inspection
• Aim: Extract grism data with a user-defined aperture.
• Data: Level 3 grism data of the IK Tau.
• Tools: astropy
• Instrument: EXES
• Documentation: EXES data handbook
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Goals
• Inspect EXES data structure
• Plot EXES spectrum along with Telluric and synthetix water models
Introduction
In this tutorial we will go through the process of open the Level 3 grism data and plotting a spectrum with respect to a
simple atmospheric (ATRAN) model. The data set being used is the AGB star IK Tau.
Imports
[1]: from astropy.io import fits
from astropy.table import Table
import matplotlib.colors as colors
import matplotlib.cm as cm
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import astropy.units as u
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline

Ingredients
1. Level 3 (flux calibrated) FORCAST grism data (either CAL or CMB files) from the Infrared Science Archive
(IRSA)
You can download the example data directly here.
EXES GO Handbook for reference (latest version can be found on the SOFIA Data Products page.)
[2]: # import fits file
file_name = "example_data/EXES/iktau_feb2020_MRD.fits"
hdu = fits.open(file_name)

Data structure
The Level 4 EXES data products are returned in a 2D fits file with 4 axis accompanied by header inforamtion. The data
axis are * [0] Wavenumber * [1] flux * [2] uncertainty * [3] Default Default Atmospheric Transition (ATRAN) model
[3]: # fits file data structure
hdu[0].data.shape
[3]: (4, 45562)
[4]: # Diplay first 20 rows of header information
hdu[0].header[0:20]
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[4]: SIMPLE =
BITPIX =
NAXIS
=
NAXIS1 =
NAXIS2 =
ADDTIME =
AIRSPEED=
ALTI_END=
ALTI_STA=
AOR_ID =
AOT_ID =
ASSC_AOR=
BB_TEMP =
BEAMTIME=
BOUNCE =
BPM
=
BRL
=
CARDMODE=
CHOPPING=
CLOUD
=

T
-64
2
45562
4
172.385
489.125
40011.0
40014.0

/ Written by IDL: Tue Feb 18 11:53:08 2020
/Real*8 (double precision)
/
/
/
/ Effective on-source time
/ knots, aircraft airspeed das.ic1080...
/ feet, aircraft altitude end fms.altitude)
/ feet, aircraft altitude start das.ic1080_1
'06_0144_2'
/ Astronomical Observation Request Identifie
'UNKNOWN '
/ Astronomical Obervation Template
'06_0144_2'
/ All input AOR-IDs
273.150 / blackbody 1 temperature reading
3.00000 / Frtime*nframe*nspin*nsum
0.00000 / Debounce parameter
'bpm_2015.02.06_right.fits' / Bad pixel mask
0.00000 / Barrel (tort parameter)
'BLKSKY '
/ Card mode
F / chopping
0.00000 / Cloud identification parameter

[5]: # location of the data
hdu[0].data
[5]: array([[ 7.01745789e+02, 7.01746643e+02, 7.01747559e+02, ...,
7.42974792e+02, 7.42975708e+02, 7.42976624e+02],
[-2.20898128e+00, -7.45479393e+00, -4.06299877e+00, ...,
1.46986710e+02, 1.49695770e+02, 1.51306870e+02],
[ 1.19618416e+01, 1.22323246e+01, 1.21103344e+01, ...,
9.83231258e+00, 9.87648964e+00, 9.93135738e+00],
[
nan, 7.64626384e-06, 1.20288569e-05, ...,
9.18215811e-01,
nan,
nan]])
[6]: # data columns to variables with units
wavenumber = hdu[0].data[0]
flux_unit = u.erg * u.s ** (-1) * (u.cm) ** -2 * u.sr ** (-1)
flux = hdu[0].data[1] * flux_unit
uncertainty = hdu[0].data[2] * flux_unit
atran = hdu[0].data[3]
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Flux units
The incidents counts on the EXES detector are processed and returned as a flux in erg s-1 cm-2 sr-1. The uncertainty
is calculated similarly, yet is not as accurate as listed. Uncertainties are typically in the range of 20%.
Plot a spectrum
[7]: # Plot the whole spectrum
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15, 5))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax2 = ax1.twinx()
ax1.plot(wavenumber, flux, lw=0.5, c="k")
ax2.plot(wavenumber, atran, lw=0.75, c="r", linestyle=":", label="Telluric (ATRAN)")
ax1.set_ylabel(r"Flux (erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{1}$)")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)")
plt.legend()
plt.title("IK Tau")
plt.show()
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Plot spectral line models
[8]: # load an example synthetic HITRAN models for H2O at 1500 K
water_model = Table.read(
"example_data/EXES/H2O_700to800_1500K_1.0e19_6kms.txt",
format="ascii",
names=("wavenumber", "flux"),
)
[9]: # inspect synthetic water model
water_model[0:5]
[9]: <Table length=5>
wavenumber
flux
float64
float64
---------- -------700.0
1.0
700.001401 0.999999
700.002802 0.999998
700.004203 0.999993
700.005604 0.99998
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We will plot subsets of the data and the models in wavelength space.
[10]: # create new variables for wavelength in um
wavelength_um = 1 / wavenumber * 1e4 # convert wavenumber (cm^-1) to wavelength in um
water_model["wavelength_um"] = 1 / water_model["wavenumber"] * 1e4
[11]: # Function to plot specified xrange of spectrum
def plot_window(xmin, xmax):
# Create axes
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15, 5))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
# create second axis to overplot ATRAN
ax2 = ax1.twinx()
# hide axis labels and ticks
ax2.set_yticks([])
# plot data
ax1.plot(wavelength_um, flux, lw=0.5, c="k")
# plot Atmospheric model (ATRAN)
ax2.plot(
wavelength_um, atran, lw=0.75, c="r", linestyle=":", label="Telluric (ATRAN)"
)
# plot synthetic water model
ax2.plot(
water_model["wavelength_um"],
water_model["flux"],
lw=0.75,
c="b",
linestyle=":",
label=r"H$_2$O (1500\,K)",
)
# set axis labels
ax1.set_ylabel(r"Flux (erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{1}$)")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Wavelength ($\mu$m)")
# set x axis limits
ax1.set_xlim(xmin, xmax)
plt.legend(loc="lower right")
plt.title("IK Tau")
return fig, ax1, ax2
[12]: # Spectral window plots
fig, ax1, ax2 = plot_window(13.635, 13.724)
plt.show()
fig, ax1, ax2 = plot_window(13.634, 13.672)
ax1.set_ylim(50, 210)
plt.show()
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We see evidence of a water absorption feature around 13.652 𝜇m.
To subtract out the effects of the atmosphere we need to do a better job of modeling and fitting the target spectrum.
See the EXES: Telluric Correction notebook for more details on this process.

1.4.2 EXES: Telluric Correction
• Aim: Retreive an atmospheric model from the Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG) and use it to remove telluric
features.
• Data: Level 3 grism data of the Sirius.
• Tools: astropy, scipy, PSG
• Instrument: EXES
• Documentation: EXES data handbook
Goals
• Inspect EXES data structure.
• Plot EXES spectrum.
• Retrieve atmospheric model from PSG.
• Guassian broadening of model.
• Telluric correction.
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Introduction
All EXES level 3 data come with an atmospheric example model or ATRAN model provided for an estimate of the
effects of the atmosphere. To do a better job of this, we can retrieve atmospheric models from the PSG and tune different
parameters to get something closer to what is found within the target spectrum.
Ingredients
Level 3 EXES data of the star Arcturus. An internet connection.
The data can be directly downloaded here.
Imports
[1]: import os
import time
from astropy.io import fits, ascii
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from astropy.table import Table
import astropy.units as u
import numpy as np
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
from astropy.convolution import Gaussian1DKernel
from astropy.convolution import convolve
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline
[2]: # read fits files
hdu = fits.open("example_data/EXES/F0749_EX_SPE_7500601_EXEELONEXEECHL_MRD_0018.fits")
[3]: # print first 15 lines of header
hdu[0].header[0:10]
[3]: SIMPLE =
BITPIX =
NAXIS
=
NAXIS1 =
NAXIS2 =
ADDTIME =
AIRSPEED=
ALTI_END=
ALTI_STA=
AOR_ID = '75_0060_1'

T
-64
2
27044
4
456.741
484.188
40997.0
40998.0

/ Written by IDL: Tue Jul 13 14:54:17 2021
/Real*8 (double precision)
/
/
/
/ Effective on-source time
/ knots, aircraft airspeed das.ic1080...
/ feet, aircraft altitude end fms.altitude)
/ feet, aircraft altitude start das.ic1080_1
/ Astronomical Observation Request Identifie

[4]: # specify column data
wavenumber = hdu[0].data[0]
flux_unit = u.erg * u.s ** (-1) * (u.cm) ** -2 * u.sr ** (-1)
flux = hdu[0].data[1] * flux_unit
flux = flux / np.max(flux)
(continues on next page)
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uncertainty = hdu[0].data[2] * flux_unit
atran = hdu[0].data[3]
[5]: # Plot the whole spectrum
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15, 5))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax2 = ax1.twinx() # plotting both but on different axes
ax2.set_yticks([]) # remove ax2 ticks
ax1.plot(wavenumber, flux, lw=0.5, c="k")
ax2.plot(wavenumber, atran, lw=0.75, c="r", linestyle=":", label="Telluric (ATRAN)")
ax1.set_ylabel(r"Flux (erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{1}$)")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)")
plt.legend()
plt.title("ARCTURUS")
plt.show()
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While the average atmospheric (ATRAN) model throughout the night does a good job at estimating the impact of the
atmosphere on these observations, we need to do a better job to subtract out these features.
We will use Planetary Spectrum Generator (PSG) API to retreive a more-appropriate model.
Edit PSG config file
The PSG model is selected based on parameters specified in a config.txt file. We have provided an example of a
config.txt file but can make changes to that file within this notebook.
[6]: # read config file
with open('example_data/EXES/psg_config.txt') as f:
config = f.readlines()
[7]: # print first lines of config.txt file
config[0:10]
[7]: ['<OBJECT>Planet\n',
'<OBJECT-NAME>Earth\n',
'<OBJECT-DATE>2021/06/17 06:15\n',
'<OBJECT-DIAMETER>12742\n',
'<OBJECT-GRAVITY>9.807\n',
'<OBJECT-GRAVITY-UNIT>g\n',
'<OBJECT-STAR-DISTANCE>1.01597\n',
'<OBJECT-STAR-VELOCITY>0.13346\n',
(continues on next page)
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'<OBJECT-SOLAR-LONGITUDE>86.5\n',
'<OBJECT-SOLAR-LATITUDE>23.53\n']
[8]: #make changes to config.txt, this can also be done in any text editor
config[1] = '<OBJECT-NAME>Earth\n', # example of a change

Download atmospheric model from PSG
[9]: ## retrieve psg model from PSG
# os.popen(
#
"curl -d type=trn --data-urlencode file@../example_data/EXES/psg_config.txt https:/
˓→/psg.gsfc.nasa.gov/api.php > ../example_data/EXES/psg_spectrum.txt"
# )
## wait for download to finish
# time.sleep(15)
[10]: # read psg output file
psg_inp = ascii.read("example_data/EXES/psg_spectrum.txt", header_start=-1)
# parse into astropy table
psg = Table(psg_inp)
# read first few lines
psg[0:5]
[10]: <Table length=5>
Wave/freq
Total
float64
float64
˓→float64
---------- -------˓→-1310.0 0.99774
˓→999987
1309.99738 0.997666
˓→999987
1309.99476 0.997592
˓→999987
1309.99214 0.997519
˓→999987
1309.98952 0.997435
˓→999988
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H2O
float64

CO2
O3
...
CH4
float64 float64 ... float64

O2
N2
Rayleigh
float64 float64 float64 ␣

CIA

-------- ------- ------- ... -------- ------- ------- -------- -----0.999993

1.0

1.0 ... 0.999667

1.0

1.0

1.0 0.

0.999993

1.0

1.0 ... 0.999667

1.0

1.0

1.0 0.

0.999993

1.0

1.0 ... 0.999667

1.0

1.0

1.0 0.

0.999993

1.0

1.0 ... 0.999667

1.0

1.0

1.0 0.

0.999993

1.0

1.0 ... 0.999666

1.0

1.0

1.0 0.
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Plot the model with the data
[11]: # Plot the whole spectrum with PSG model
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15, 5))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax2 = ax1.twinx()
ax2.set_yticks([])
ax1.set_xlim(1263, 1306)
ax1.plot(wavenumber, flux, lw=0.5, c="k")
ax2.plot(
psg["Wave/freq"],
psg["Total"],
lw=0.75,
c="r",
linestyle=":",
label="Telluric (PSG)",
)
ax1.set_ylabel(r"Normalized Flux (erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{1}$)")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)")
plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(1.02, 0.5))
plt.title("ARCTURUS")
plt.show()
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[12]: # Plot a subset of the data
# A function to create a figure and plot the data
def plot_data():
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15, 5))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax2 = ax1.twinx()
ax2.set_yticks([])
ax1.plot(wavenumber, flux, lw=0.5, c="k")
ax1.set_ylabel(r"Normalized Flux (erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{1}$)")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)")
plt.title("ARCTURUS")
return fig, ax1, ax2

# Call function
fig, ax1, ax2 = plot_data()
# set x range
ax1.set_xlim(1280, 1283)
(continues on next page)
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# Plot full PSG total absorption
ax2.plot(
psg["Wave/freq"],
psg["Total"],
lw=1.25,
c="r",
linestyle=":",
label="Telluric (PSG)",
)
# Plot just the Methane
ax2.plot(
psg["Wave/freq"],
psg["CH4"],
lw=1.25,
c="blue",
linestyle=":",
label=r"CH$_{4}$ (PSG)",
)
plt.legend(bbox_to_anchor=(1.02, 0.5))
plt.show()
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The model shows absorption features that are too sharp when compared to the target spectrum. We will need to guassianbroaden the PSG model to match the resolution of the data with the resolution of the model.
Guassian broadening
[13]: # We will start with a guassian assuming a sigma of 4
# create the gaussian kernel
g = Gaussian1DKernel(stddev=4)
# Convolve the kernel with the PSG total absorption
psg["Total_broadened"] = convolve(psg["Total"], g)
# Plot a subset of the spectrum
fig, ax1, ax2 = plot_data()
ax1.set_xlim(1280, 1283)
ax2.set_ylim(
0.2, 1.2
(continues on next page)
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) # tinker with numbers to align model, model and data plotted on difference axes
ax2.plot(
psg["Wave/freq"],
psg["Total_broadened"],
lw=0.75,
c="r",
linestyle=":",
label="Telluric (PSG)",
)
ax2.legend()
plt.show()
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Interpolate PSG model
In order to divide the data by the PSG model we need to have them with the same wavelength values. We will use
scipy.interpolate.interp1d to interpolate the PSG model onto the x values of the data.
[14]: # create the interpolating funciton based on the gaussian broadened PSG data
f = interp1d(psg["Wave/freq"], psg["Total_broadened"])
ynew = f(wavenumber) # The new flux at the data wavenumbers
[15]: # Plot a subset of the spectrum
fig, ax1, ax2 = plot_data()
ax1.set_xlim(1280, 1283)
ax2.set_ylim(0.2, 1.2)
ax2.plot(wavenumber, ynew, lw=0.75, c="r", linestyle=":", label="Telluric (PSG)")
plt.legend()
plt.show()
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The model looks the same as the previous figure but is now plotted using the Arcturus data wavenumbers on the x axis.
Tune the Model to Fit the Data
[16]: # the model parameters, tune the impact of individual molecular
# components (they are normalized) by altering these variables.
h2o = 0
co2 = 0
o3 = 0
co = 0
o2 = 0
n2 = 0
rayleigh = 0
cia = 0
ch4 = 2.6
n2o = 2.0
gaussian = 6
[17]: # select model
total = (
psg["H2O"] ** h2o
* psg["CO2"] ** co2
* psg["O3"] ** o3
* psg["N2O"] ** n2o
* psg["CO"] ** co
* psg["CH4"] ** ch4
* psg["O2"] ** o2
* psg["N2"] ** n2
* psg["Rayleigh"] ** rayleigh
* psg["CIA"] ** cia
)
[18]: # Convolve the kernel with the PSG total absorption
g = Gaussian1DKernel(stddev=gaussian)
psg_tuned_and_broadened = convolve(total, g)
[19]: # create a figure
fig, ax1, ax2 = plot_data()
ax1.set_xlim(1280, 1283)
ax1.set_ylim(-0.5, 1.5)
ax1.plot(
psg["Wave/freq"],
psg_tuned_and_broadened,
lw=0.5,
c="r",
label=r"Broadened model (PSG)",
)
ax1.set_ylabel(r"Normalized Flux (erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{1}$)")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)")
plt.title("ARCTURUS")
ax1.legend()
plt.show()
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Subtract Telluric Features
[20]: # gaussian broaden
g = Gaussian1DKernel(stddev=gaussian)
gaussian_broadened_absorption = convolve(total, g)
# interpolate
f = interp1d(psg["Wave/freq"], gaussian_broadened_absorption)
ynew = f(wavenumber) # interpolated model absorption
flux_corrected = flux / ynew # data / interpolated model absorption
# create a figure
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15, 5))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax1.set_xlim(1280, 1283)
ax1.plot(
wavenumber,
flux,
lw=0.5,
c="k",
label=r"Flux",
)
ax1.plot(
wavenumber,
flux / atran,
lw=0.5,
c="b",
label=r"Flux corrected (ATRAN)",
)
ax1.plot(
wavenumber,
flux_corrected,
lw=0.5,
c="r",
label=r"Flux corrected (PSG)",
)
ax1.set_ylabel(r"Normalized Flux (erg s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ sr$^{-1}$ cm$^{1}$)")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Wavenumber (cm$^{-1}$)")
plt.title("ARCTURUS")
(continues on next page)
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ax1.set_ylim(-0.5, 1.5)
ax1.legend()
plt.show()
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The PSG does a better job of removing telluric features.
Tips for removing telluric features
While a complete correction isn’t possible, most telluric corrections are only needed for small wavelength ranges and
individual features. For a better overall correction, consider doing instead telluric corrections for each of the nonmerged spectra from the IRSA data products.

1.4.3 EXES: Velocity Calculation
• Aim: Estimate velocity shift given the system’s heliocentric velocity, date-of-observation, and any additional
shift.
Intro
The spectral lines detected by EXES are typically shifted so that they can be observed in the wings of telluric features.
To calculate the expected shift in the lines, you have to account for:
1. a target’s systemic velocity
2. the velocity changes depending on the Earth’s orbital motion around the Sun (seasonal variations)
3. any shifts due to doppler shifted winds (e.g. an expansion velocity)
Imports
[1]: import astropy.units as u
from astropy.time import Time
from astropy.coordinates import SkyCoord, EarthLocation, AltAz, GCRS, LSR, FK5
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Inputs
[2]: observation_time = Time("2022-2-26")
v_sys = 15 * u.km / u.s # km/s systemic velocity
observation_location = EarthLocation.of_site("Lick Observatory")
˓→impact on values

# Doesn't have large␣

coords = SkyCoord("09:10:38.7978379 +30:57:47.295961", unit=(u.hourangle, u.deg))
# If you have the position in degrees
# coords = SkyCoord(
#
"137.66165765791663 30.963137766944445", unit=(u.deg, u.deg)
# )
[3]: vgeo = coords.radial_velocity_correction(
kind="heliocentric", obstime=observation_time, location=observation_location
).to(u.km / u.s)
v_corrected = v_sys - vgeo
[4]: v_corrected
nbsphinx-code-borderwhite
[4]:
-27.249358

km
s

−

Don’t forget to add any additional winds within the system (e.g. expansion velocity).

1.5 GREAT
1.5.1 GREAT: Data Inspection (Python)
• Aim: Load GREAT spectrum and complete basic baseline subtraction.
• Data: Level 4 data.
• Tools: astropy
• Instrument: GREAT
• Documentation: GREAT observer’s handbook
Code contributed by Ümit Kavak
Goals
• Inspect GREAT data structure
• View data slices
• Create moment maps
• Plot GREAT spectrum and subtract a baseline
• Create PV diagrams
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Introduction
This recipe is a beginner’s introduction to plotting GREAT spectra using python. DS9 and CLASS are also excellent
options if python is not your favorite coding language.
Imports
[1]: from astropy import units as u
from astropy.io import fits
from astropy.coordinates import FK5
from astropy.wcs import WCS
from astropy.table import Table
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline

Ingredients
The data come from the C II Maps in Massive Star Formation Regions from the FEEDBACK survey.
The slice of the data used in this tutorial can be downloaded directly here,
You can download the full Level 4 dataset via the IRSA archive using the program_ID: 07_0077.
[2]: # Load data
hdul = fits.open('example_data/GREAT/FEEDBACK_RCW120_GREAT_example_subset.fits') #Read␣
˓→datacube
data3d = hdul[0].data #Generate a cleaned 2D image

The shape of the Level 4 GREAT data is 1000 sequential 2D arrays of shape 143 X 143. We use a smaller subset of
the data here, but the shape of the data can be inspected using the hdul[0].data.shape command.
[3]: # view the first 20 lines of the header information
hdul[0].header[0:20]
[3]: SIMPLE
BITPIX
NAXIS
NAXIS1
NAXIS2
NAXIS3
DATAMIN
DATAMAX
BUNIT
CTYPE1
CRVAL1
CDELT1
CRPIX1

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

T
-64
3
143
144
120
-0.9157553100586E+02
0.2058512420654E+03
'K (Tmb)
'
'RA---GLS
'
0.2580152100000E+03
-0.1958333295930E-02
0.1061314414072E+03

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
(continues on next page)
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CROTA1
CTYPE2
CRVAL2
CDELT2
CRPIX2
CROTA2
CTYPE3

= 0.0000000000000E+00
= 'DEC--GLS
'
= -0.3850789700000E+02
= 0.1958333295930E-02
= 0.4398135038156E+02
= 0.0000000000000E+00
= 'VRAD
'

/
/
/
/
/
/
/

Plot image cube slices
[4]: # creates an moment map at index 50
plt.imshow(hdul[0].data[50])
plt.xlabel('Pixels')
plt.ylabel('Pixels'); # trailing semicolon hides text output for Jupyter notebook.
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[5]: # plot interactive image (available only in Juypter environment)
from ipywidgets import interactive

def f(image_slice):
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(4, 4))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax1.imshow(hdul[0].data[image_slice])
plt.show()

interactive_plot = interactive(
f, image_slice=(0, 99, 1)
) # change resolution with third value
output = interactive_plot.children[-1]
interactive_plot
interactive(children=(IntSlider(value=49, description='image_slice', max=99), Output()),␣
˓→_dom_classes=('widget...
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Maps and spectra with SpectralCube package
While ploting and analyzing the data can be done with matplotlib, astropy, and the data in it’s current form, astropy’s
spectral_cube was designed to easily view and manipulate data cubes in fits format. A tutorial of the package can
be found here.
[6]: from spectral_cube import SpectralCube
[7]: cube = SpectralCube.read(hdul)
[8]: print(cube)
SpectralCube with shape=(120, 144, 143):
n_x:
143 type_x: RA---SFL unit_x: deg
n_y:
144 type_y: DEC--SFL unit_y: deg
n_s:
120 type_s: VRAD
unit_s: m / s
˓→ s

range:
range:
range:

257.922835 deg: 258.278619 deg
-38.592069 deg: -38.312027 deg
-109800.001 m / s: -86000.001 m /

While we can still plot the data using matplotlib.pyplot with the data in this form plt.imshow(cube[50,:,:].
value);, we can use SpectralCube’s quicklook to explore the data with more useful units.
Say we want a map of the data at around -93 km/s.
[9]: # Calculate the index closest to -93 km/s
ind = cube.closest_spectral_channel(-93*u.km/u.s)
print(ind)
84
[10]: # Plot of the ind slice with WCS on the X and Y axis.
#data are listed in [spectral_index, X_pixel_index, Y_pixel_index]
cube[ind, :, :].quicklook()
INFO: Auto-setting vmin to -1.947e+01 [aplpy.core]
INFO: Auto-setting vmax to 2.848e+01 [aplpy.core]
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Create moment maps
[11]: # create a moment map (integrated intensity along the spectral dimension)
moment = cube.with_spectral_unit(u.km / u.s).moment(order=0)
# plot the moment map
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(6, 6))
ax = fig.add_subplot(111, projection=moment.wcs)
im = ax.imshow(moment.hdu.data, vmin=0, vmax=200)
plt.xlabel("RA (J2000)")
plt.ylabel("Decl. (J2000)")
# colorbar axis
colorbar_axes = fig.add_axes(
[0.92, 0.12, 0.04, 0.76]
) # ([right, width, bottom, height])
plt.colorbar(im, cax=colorbar_axes)
# colorbar text label
plt.annotate(
"Temperature (K)",
(
1.075,
(continues on next page)
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0.55,
), # realtive position from bottom left (0, 0) to top right (1, 1) of figure.
xycoords="figure fraction",
ha="right",
va="top",
rotation=90,
fontsize=12,
)
plt.show()
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Extract spectra from datacube
For a quick look in a given X,Y pixel range, we can use spectral_cube’s quicklook. To change units, we can use the
.with_spectral_unit() option and specfiy the units using astropy.units (u).
[12]: cube.with_spectral_unit(u.km / u.s)[:, 50, 50].quicklook()
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Simple continuum subtraction
[13]: med = cube.median(axis=0)
med_sub_cube = cube - med
[14]: med_sub_cube.with_spectral_unit(u.km / u.s)[:, 50, 50].quicklook()
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PV diagrams
We will extract PV diagrams by determining the Declination in degrees for each pixel along that axis and then extract
the data using the package pvextractor. To create PV diagrams between these values we would need to interpolate
the data. We will then select which slices we want to display and plot then using matplotlib.
[15]: from pvextractor import PathFromCenter, extract_pv_slice
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[16]: wcs = moment.wcs # we previously specified this with our moment map
dec_reference_pixel = hdul[0].header['CRVAL2'] # lower boundary of Dec
dec_pixelsize = hdul[0].header["CDELT2"] # in degrees per pixel
[17]: number_of_slices = 10
# number_of_slices = hdul[0].header['NAXIS2'] #for all 144 slices
# set the interval slices
interval_in_pixels = 8 # 1 for all data, 2 for every other, 3 for every third, etc.
dec_slice_in_pixel = np.arange(1,number_of_slices*interval_in_pixels)[::interval_in_
˓→pixels]
dec_slice_in_deg = (dec_slice_in_pixel*dec_pixelsize)+ dec_reference_pixel
# display of slices
Table((dec_slice_in_pixel,dec_slice_in_deg), names=('pixel', 'dec_slice_in_degrees'))
[17]: <Table length=10>
pixel dec_slice_in_degrees
int64
float64
----- -------------------1
-38.50593866670407
9
-38.49027200033663
17
-38.47460533396919
25
-38.45893866760175
33
-38.44327200123431
41
-38.42760533486687
49
-38.41193866849943
57
-38.39627200213199
65
-38.38060533576455
73
-38.36493866939711
[18]: # Determine center of RA data in pixels
ra_center_pixel = hdul[0].header["NAXIS1"] / 2
# Then convert to degrees (Galactic Coordinates))
wx, _ = wcs.wcs_pix2world(ra_center_pixel, 1, 1) # format is (xpixel, ypixel, zpixel))
# sidenote: underscore ignores second-returned value which is the y_position in degrees.
# we will use our already calculated values in x_slice_degrees for that.
[19]: cut_width = hdul[0].header["BMAJ"]
cut_length = (
hdul[0].header["NAXIS1"] * hdul[0].header["CDELT2"]
) # size of dec range in degrees
[20]: # os.mkdir("PV_imagefiles") # uncomment if you are saving the figures
for cut in dec_slice_in_deg:
coord = FK5(wx * u.deg, cut * u.deg)
cuts = PathFromCenter(
center=coord,
length=cut_length * u.deg,
(continues on next page)
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angle=270 * u.deg,
width=cut_width * u.deg,
)
pv_slice = extract_pv_slice(hdul[0], cuts)
slice_name = "%.4f" % coord.dec.degree
# create figure
fig = plt.figure()
ax1 = plt.subplot(111, projection=WCS(pv_slice.header))
PV = ax1.imshow(
pv_slice.data, cmap="Spectral", vmin=0, vmax=15, interpolation="gaussian"
)
plt.colorbar(PV, pad=0.0, label=r"$T_\mathrm{mb}$ [K]", fraction=0.04)
ax1.set_ylabel(r"$V_\mathrm{lsr}$ [km/s]")
ax1.set_xlabel(r"Offset [arcmin]")
plt.title("Dec:"+slice_name)
# ticks
ax1.coords[1].set_major_formatter(
"x"
) # Otherwise values round to the nearest whole number
ax1.coords[1].set_format_unit(u.km / u.s)
ax1.coords[0].set_format_unit(u.arcmin)
ax1.coords[0].set_major_formatter("x")
# set bounds
x_pix6, y_pix6 = (pv_slice.header["NAXIS1"] / 2, pv_slice.header["NAXIS2"] / 2)
v6 = [
x_pix6 - pv_slice.header["NAXIS1"] / 2,
x_pix6 + pv_slice.header["NAXIS1"] / 2,
y_pix6 - pv_slice.header["NAXIS2"] / 2,
y_pix6 + pv_slice.header["NAXIS2"] / 2,
] # entire velocity range
plt.axis(v6)
# #uncomment to save figures
#
plt.savefig(
#
"PV_imagefiles/" + "PV_" + str(slice_name) + ".png",
#
bbox_inches="tight",
#
dpi=300,
#
)
plt.show()
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1.5.2 GREAT: Data Inspection (CLASS)
• Aim: Load GREAT spectrum and complete basic baseline subtraction.
• Data: Level 3 data.
• Tools: Class
• Instrument: GREAT
• Documentation: GREAT observer’s handbook
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Goals
• Inspect GREAT data structure
• Plot GREAT spectrum
• Subtract baseline of spectrum
Introduction
This recipe is a beginner’s introduction to plotting GREAT spectra using the class utility, which is part of the GILDAS
package developed by IRAM and now the standard for single-dish heterodyne spectroscopy data reduction. The goal
is to take you from finding a sample data set through modifying the baseline fit, averaging, and saving the result in a
fits file.
Ingredients
Data can be downloaded directly here
The data can also be downloaded from the IRSA archive by completing the following steps.
1. Download and install class from the IRAM GILDAS homepage https://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS/
2. Open the class manual in a browser tab. Also, get this useful set of tips on using class for reference: http:
//www.iram.fr/~gildas/demos/class/class-tutorial.pdf
3. Find the data: [see screenshot of archive interface]
• Go to IRSA archive and log in
• [][1]Click “SOFIA archive”
• Select “All Sky”
• Enter 75_0020 in “Plan ID”
• Use the “Instrument” pulldown menu to select “GREAT”
• Press <search>
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4. Select and download the data [see screenshot of archive search results]
• Select the files:
(2017-06-14_GR_F406_75_0020_**1**_1900536.9.great.tar,
14_GR_F406_75_0020_2_1900536.9.great.tar

and

2017-06-

• Press <Prepare download> and then again <Prepare download>
• Save the zip file to a working directory and Unzip it
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Procedure
1. Load data into CLASS
• Go to the directory where you put the zip file
• Go to the directory where the unzipped data are:
cd sofia_2017-06-14_GR_F406/p4897/2017-06-14_GR_F406_75_0020_2_1900536.9
• Start class
class
2. Open the file with calibrated main-beam temperature spectra and list them:
LAS> file in 2017-06-14_GR_F406_75_0020_2_1900536.9_Tmb.great
LAS> lis in
Input index contains:
N;V Source

Line

Telescope

Lambda

Beta Sys Sca Sub

1;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 2

2;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 6

3;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 10

4;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 14

etc.
3. Get the spectra of the central pixel (0):
LAS> set tel *0*
LAS> fin
I-FIND, 20 observations found
LAS> lis
Current index contains:
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N;V Source

Line

Telescope

Lambda

Beta Sys Sca Sub

1;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 2

2;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 6

3;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 10

4;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 14

5;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20588 18

6;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20590 2

7;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20590 6

8;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.1 +152.3 Eq 20590 10

9;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.2 +152.4 Eq 20590 14

10;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAH_0_S

+28.2 +152.4 Eq 20590 18

71;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20588 2

72;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20588 6

73;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20588 10

74;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20588 14

75;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20588 18

76;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20590 2

77;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20590 6

78;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.8 +150.8 Eq 20590 10

79;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.9 +150.9 Eq 20590 14

80;4 POLARIS-TELE CII_U

SOF-LFAV_0_S

+26.9 +150.9 Eq 20590 18

4. Plot the first individual spectrum that was found for the central pixel. You will see the entire passband, which
likely includes much more than you need to see.
LAS> get first
I-GET, Observation 1; Vers 4 Scan 20588
LAS> plot
5. Narrow to the center of the passband near the central velocity of cloud, smooth to 0.5 km/s, and plot again. The
data are now acceptable gridded and reveal the approximate range and sensitivity expected for observations of
Galactic sources. The keyword “Time” in the header shows 0.28 for this individual spectrum.
LAS> get first
I-GET, Observation 1; Vers 4 Scan 20588
LAS> set unit v f
LAS> set mode x -50 50
LAS> pl
LAS> smo gau 0.5
LAS> pl
6. Set up baseline fitting. We will do first order excluding the central portion where there could be a line.
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LAS> ge fi
LAS> set window -50 -30 30 50
LAS> plot
LAS> draw win
LAS> base /plot
7. Write baseline-subtracted spectra to new file
LAS> file out bsub.dat single /over
I-FILE, File is version 2 (record length: 1024 words)
I-NEWPUT, bsub.dat initialized
LAS> write
LAS> for j 2 to found
LAS: get next
LAS: plot; base /plot; draw win
LAS: write
LAS: next j
8. Average the baseline-subtracted spectra from the new file, get the rms
LAS> file in bsub.dat
LAS> fin /all
LAS> average /resample /nocheck cal
LAS> smoo gau 0.5
LAS> plot
LAS> rms /nocheck
9. Write final spectrum to FITS file
LAS> fits write bsub.fits /mode spectrum
Cleaning up
Now that you have cooked this simple recipe, you should be able to expand and make the spectra you and your colleagues
have been dreaming of. To get some more ideas, look at the class script in the tar file for the full reduction script that
was used in generating the products and for comments and examples of how to do things with GREAT data in class.

1.5.3 GREAT: Reproject Data to GREAT Resolution
• Aim: Re-project RGB WISE image data onto GREAT pixel map.
• Data: Level 3 data.
• Tools: astropy
• Instrument: GREAT
• Documentation: GREAT observer’s handbook
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Goals
• Plot WISE data
• Reproject WISE data to pixel map of GREAT data
• Create RGB image with three WISE images
• Reproject RGB WISE image to pixel map of GREAT data
Introduction
This recipe is a tutorial for reprojecting data from other observatories to the to the pixel map of GREAT data to better
compare the data.
Imports
[1]: import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from astropy.io import fits
from astropy.wcs import WCS
from astropy import units as u
from reproject import reproject_exact
from astropy.visualization import make_lupton_rgb
from astropy.utils.data import get_pkg_data_filename
import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
%matplotlib inline

Ingredients
The data come from the C II Maps in Massive Star Formation Regions from the FEEDBACK survey and target the
emission nebula RCW 120.
The slice of the GREAT data used in this tutorial can be downloaded directly here,
You can download the full Level 4 dataset via the IRSA archive using the program_ID: 07_0077.
The WISE data also come from the IRSA archive via the WISE search page.
[2]: # Load data
hdu_great = fits.open(
"example_data/GREAT/FEEDBACK_RCW120_GREAT_example_subset.fits"
) # Read datacube
[3]: hdu_great.info()
Filename: example_data/GREAT/FEEDBACK_RCW120_GREAT_example_subset.fits
No.
Name
Ver
Type
Cards
Dimensions
Format
0 PRIMARY
1 PrimaryHDU
94
(143, 144, 120)
float64
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The GREAT data is a 3D data cube but we are only interested in the 2D WCS information in this example. To flatten
the 3D datacube we delete the fits header keywords related to the third dimension and set the GREAT data to only one
2D slice.
[4]: # plot a slice of the GREAT data
# choose slice
great_slice = 60
# plot data
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(4, 4))
ax1 = plt.subplot(111)
# origin is where to set the [0,0] pixel
ax1.imshow(hdu_great[0].data[great_slice], origin="lower")
ax1.set_xlabel("Pixels")
ax1.set_ylabel("Pixels")
ax1.set_title("GREAT slice 60")
[4]: Text(0.5, 1.0, 'GREAT slice 60')

nbsphinx-code-borderwhite
[5]: # remove 3rd dimension WCS information, flattening the image
hdu_great[0].header["NAXIS"] = 2
keywords_to_delete = [
"NAXIS3",
"CTYPE3",
"CRVAL3",
"CDELT3",
"CRPIX3",
"CROTA3",
#
"CUNIT3",
]
for item in keywords_to_delete:
del hdu_great[0].header[item]
(continues on next page)
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# store new WCS info
wcs_great_flattened = WCS(hdu_great[0].header)
# set GREAT data as only one 2D slice
hdu_great[0].data = hdu_great[0].data[great_slice]
[6]: # plot the data we want to re-project
hdu_wise = fits.open("example_data/GREAT/rcw_120_WISE/RWC120_WISE4.fits")
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(4, 4))
ax1 = plt.subplot(111, projection=wcs_great_flattened)
ax1.imshow(hdu_wise[0].data)
ax1.set_title("Original WISE data")
[6]: Text(0.5, 1.0, 'Original WISE data')

nbsphinx-code-borderwhite
[7]: # Calculate new pixel map for WISE data using GREAT WCS information
reproj_wise, footprint = reproject_exact(hdu_wise, hdu_great[0].header)
hdu_wise[0].header.update(wcs_great_flattened.to_header())
[8]: # plot GREAT data and new WISE reprojection
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8, 4))
ax1 = plt.subplot(121, projection=wcs_great_flattened)
ax2 = plt.subplot(122, projection=wcs_great_flattened, sharex=ax1, sharey=ax1)
ax1.imshow(hdu_great[0].data)
ax2.imshow(reproj_wise)
ax1.set_title("GREAT data")
ax2.set_title("Re-projected WISE data")
plt.subplots_adjust(wspace=0.4, hspace=0)
plt.show()
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Create an RGB image
[9]: r = fits.open("example_data/GREAT/rcw_120_WISE/RWC120_WISE4.fits")
g = fits.open("example_data/GREAT/rcw_120_WISE/RWC120_WISE2.fits")
b = fits.open("example_data/GREAT/rcw_120_WISE/RWC120_WISE1.fits")
[10]: # determining a better color scle using the top and bottom 2.5% intervals
lower_val, upper_val = np.percentile(
np.hstack((r[0].data.flatten(), g[0].data.flatten(), b[0].data.flatten())),
(2.5, 97.5),
)
stretch_val = upper_val - lower_val
[11]: # create rgb image
rgb_data = make_lupton_rgb(
r[0].data * 0.8,
g[0].data * 2,
b[0].data * 1.5,
minimum=lower_val, # minimum value
stretch=stretch_val, # linear stretch of image
Q=1, # asinh softening parameter
)
# plot image
plt.imshow(rgb_data, origin="lower")
[11]: <matplotlib.image.AxesImage at 0x7feb601cdbb0>
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Re-project RGB image
[12]: # reproject each of the three images in the same way as above
reproj_r, _ = reproject_exact(r, hdu_great[0].header)
r[0].header.update(wcs_great_flattened.to_header())
reproj_g, _ = reproject_exact(g, hdu_great[0].header)
g[0].header.update(wcs_great_flattened.to_header())
reproj_b, _ = reproject_exact(b, hdu_great[0].header)
b[0].header.update(wcs_great_flattened.to_header())
[13]: # make re-projected RGB image
rgb_reproj = make_lupton_rgb(
reproj_r * 0.8,
reproj_g * 2,
reproj_b * 1.5,
minimum=lower_val,
stretch=stretch_val,
Q=1,
)
[14]: # plot new RGB image
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(8, 4))
ax1 = plt.subplot(121, projection=wcs_great_flattened)
ax2 = plt.subplot(122, projection=wcs_great_flattened, sharex=ax1, sharey=ax1)
ax1.imshow(hdu_great[0].data)
ax2.imshow(rgb_reproj, origin="lower")
ax1.set_title("GREAT data")
ax2.set_title("Re-projected WISE data (RGB)")
plt.subplots_adjust(wspace=0.4, hspace=0)
plt.show()
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1.5.4 GREAT: Data Visualization (Python/Glue)
• Aim: Visualize GREAT datacube using the jdaviz: Cubeviz adn Glue.
• Data: Level 3 data.
• Tools: jdaviz, Cubeviz, Glue
• Instrument: GREAT
• Documentation: GREAT observer’s handbook
Goals
• Visualize GREAT data
• Pan through 2D image slices using spectral viewer
• Create and export moment map
• Create 3D volume rendering using Glue
Introduction
This recipe is a beginner’s introduction to visualizing GREAT datacubes using the jdaviz tool Cubeviz. This is one of
several tools in the STScI data analysis tool ecosystem. A video tutorial for the general functionality of the tool cav be
found here.
Imports
[1]: import specutils
import numpy as np
from astropy.io import fits
from astropy.wcs import WCS
from astropy import units as u
from astropy.utils.data import download_file
from IPython.display import Video
(continues on next page)
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import warnings
warnings.simplefilter('ignore')
# <-- uncomment the following lines
# import jdaviz

Ingredients
The data come from the C II Maps in Massive Star Formation Regions from the FEEDBACK survey.
The slice of the data used in this tutorial can be downloaded directly here,
You can download the full Level 4 dataset via the IRSA archive using the program_ID: 07_0077.
[2]: #load data
f = fits.open('example_data/GREAT/FEEDBACK_RCW120_GREAT_example_subset.fits')
spec = specutils.Spectrum1D(flux=f[0].data*u.K, wcs=WCS(f[0]))
[3]: #
#
#
#

<-- uncomment the following lines
viz = jdaviz.CubeViz()
viz.show_inline()
viz.load_data(spec)

The interface is based on Glue, and so you can change the appearance, range, scale, and variables. You can also plot a
smoother version of the spectra, plot available line lists, create moment maps, change units, and export the specrtum.
For moment maps, select plot options and scroll down to Moment Maps, then select where to plot the moment map
(“Plot in Viewer”: center), specified Moment (0) and then hit calculate. You can then export the image as a image
1.5. GREAT
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(png) or data file (fits).
3D Visualization of datacubes using Glue
We can also visualize the datacube using Glue’s easy-to-use GUI and its “3D Volumne Rendering” function. While
not to scale in the Z-direction (velocity), it gives us an excellent view of the system as a whole.
We can then display the movie in our Jupyter notebook using the IPython.display.Video function.
[4]: # <-- uncomment the following line
# Video("example_data/GREAT/rcw_120.mov", width=500)
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1.6 FIFI-LS
1.6.1 FIFI-LS: Basic Cube Analysis Using SOSPEX
• Aim: Load FIFI-LS spectrum and
• Data: Level 3 data.
• Tools: SOSPEX
• Instrument: FIFI-LS
• Documentation: FIFI-LS data handbook
Goals
• Inspect FIFI-LS data with SOSPEX.
• Compare the data with reference image.
• Set a reference velocity.
• Remove unwanted data.
• Select data within an elliptial region.
• Fit and subtract an contiuum.
• Calculate line intensities.
Introduction
sospex is a GUI tool designed to display and analyse SOFIA (FIFI-LS and GREAT) and Herschel (PACS) spectral
cubes. This recipe is a beginner’s introduction to several basic tasks in sospex including inspecting and manipulating
FIF-LS data.
Ingredients
• Download and install SOSPEX from github
• Download your Level 4 (fully resampled, “WXY”) data from the Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
• You can also use the following sample data if you just want to explore the capabilities of SOSPEX.
• Look up resolution for line(s) of interest from FIFI-LS Observers Handbook.
For this example, we will use the [CII] observations of M82 (red channel, ~158 µm).
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The example dataset can be downloaded directly here.
Once SOSPEX is started (see README with distribution), a two panel GUI should open with the following buttons
in the lower right panel:
File Open, Tutorials, Issues (bug report/feature request/etc), Apertures, Exit, and Status Bar.
Tutorials are available by clicking on the Tutorials button (question mark icon below the right hand panel, on the left)
or via Help Tutorials on the menu system. You may want to step through some of the tutorials to familiarize yourself
with the GUI.
Inspecting the Cube
Load your cube using File –> Open Cube (or the file open button – folder icon below the right hand panel, on the left):
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The left panel should have three tabs:
• F: median flux per spatial pixel over all spectral channels (Jy, with telluric correction)
• :math:`F_{rm U}`: median flux per spatial pixel over all spectral channels (Jy, without telluric correction)
• E: exposure map in seconds per spatial pixel
A set of buttons should appear in the lower part of the left panel which provide quick access to functions available in
the main menus at upper left:
• Adjust image levels
• Choose color map
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• Blink between 2 images
• Contours
• Crop the cube
• Download image from cloud
• Save image
• Fit continuum
• Compute moments
• Erase a region (masking)
• Go back to original limits
• Pan figure
• Zoom in
In addition, the sky/pixel position and the flux are shown at the lower right for the current cursor location on the left
panel.
Move the cursor around each of the images to get a feel for the total flux and exposure time per pixel, shown in lower
right corner of the panel.
This is also a good time to change the image levels and color map if desired (buttons at lower left corner of panel). In
this example, we have reversed the color map from the default.
The right panel shows the spectral dimension and should have 2 tabs:
• All: Total flux as a function of wavelength summed over all spatial pixels.
• Pix: Spectrum of the selected pixel in the image panel.
There should be a set of bottons at the bottom of the right panel as well that provide quick access to common spectroscopic tasks available in the main menu items at the upper left:
• Cut part of cube (in wavelength space)
• Save current spectrum
• Draw continuum segments
• Define a wavelength slice (for moment calculation or display)
• Resize figure horizontally/vertically
• Go back to original display
• Pan figure
• Zoom in
The spectra include the corrected (blue) and uncorrected (green) flux (F, :math:`F_{rm U}`) as well as the exposure
spectrum (yellow; seconds per wavelength bin), and the atmospheric transmission spectrum (red) – smoothed to the
FIFI-LS resolution. Also shown are the locations of prominent astrophysical lines (purple).
In regions of broad and/or relatively weak telluric absorption features, the corrected flux spectrum is expected to be
accurate based on experience with both FIFI-LS and FORCAST. Some spectral regions (particularly at 63 µm) contain
telluric features that cannot be corrected very well because they are either very sensitive to atmospheric conditions (and
hence cannot be accurately modeled by ATRAN post-facto) or very deep and narrow (or both). (See the FIFI-LS data
handbook for further discussion.) Hence, the uncorrected spectrum is also shown so that the user can assess the telluric
correction.
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Switching to the “Pix” tab allows the user to inspect the spectrum at each pixel by moving (click and drag) the highlighted pixel in the left panel:

Again, drag the highlighted pixel around the image in order to get a sense of the overall line strength and shape as a
function of position across the cube, and especially in regions of interest.
Comparing to a Reference Image
It is often very instructive to compare images in the IR with those at other wavelengths. SOSPEX provides access to
some online surveys which can be very useful in understanding the data at longer wavelengths. Use the File –> Import
Image function to load a survey image from the list, or one of your own from disk (‘local’ at the top of the Selection
window).
For M82 we have loaded both the WISE Band 1 (3.4 µm) and Pan-STARRS z-band images for comparison. The images
are automatically registered with the FIFI-LS cube and displayed in separate tabs in the left panel. You will need to
select the tab to view the image:
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You can then “blink” between any two tabs to better compare the survey image with the FIFI-LS data.
In the case of M82, the strongest [CII] emission comes from the central part of the galaxy, but by moving the highlighted
pixel around (click and drag) you can see that there is significant emission (from the outflow) coming from above and
below the plane as well:
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Reference Velocity and Redshift
The reference velocity shown at the top of the spectrum panel is initially set to the central wavelength pixel. To reset
the reference wavelength to that of a line of interest, simply click on the line identification (in purple) and select ‘yes’
when asked if you want to update the reference wavelength:
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The cz value is shown at the bottom of the plot. If the FITS header contains the velocity information from USPOT
(newer data only) then this will be entered here automatically, otherwise it will default to zero. A redshift can be applied
to the scale by clicking on the cz value; this shifts the velocity scale and the line identification:
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It’s also possible to move the reference line and determine the resulting redshift by clicking the line identifier (in
purple) and dragging to the new position in velocity. In the below example we have set the reference line ([CII]) to the
approximate location of the emission peak:
Cutting, Cropping, and Masking
It is often advantageous to remove parts of the cube which are either not of interest, or that suffer from observation/data
reduction artefacts. (We do not recommend, however, removing regions simply because they have low S/N.) For example: in the case of M82, the east (left) side of the cube suffers from artefacts, which can be seen in the total flux and
also in the spectra of individual pixels:
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This corresponds to a region of low exposure as seen in the exposure map:
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In order to prevent this region from skewing later calculations, we can mask it using the *Erase* tool. In this case we
will mask only the region with low exposure coverage. Select Tools –> Mask part of cube –> inside a polygon (or
click the eraser tool at the bottom of the left panel) and then use the cursor to identify the corners of the region:
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After confirming the region, switch back to the Flux tab to see the results:
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(One can also simply crop the cube, see the Tutorials for instructions.)
The spectral dimension of the cube sometimes suffers from edge effects due to the observation and/or poor telluric
correction. The spectral edges of the cube can be trimmed using the Cut tool. In the M82 case, we will trim the
long wavelength edge at about 158.4 µm. Select File –> Save cube –> Cut and identify the spectral region to keep by
clicking and dragging over a region in wavelength space:
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After confirming the region, the cut region will be saved to a separate file. Now use File –> Open Cube to load the
newly created cut and masked cube.
Working with Apertures
It is sometimes desirable to sum over a sub-region or fixed aperture in order to compare with other datasets. In the case
of M82 we might want to sum over only the central part of the galaxy, rather than the whole image. Use the *Aperture*
tool (button below the right panel or in Tools –> Select aperture –> Ellipse to define an elliptical aperture and place
it over the central part of the galaxy (note that the initial definition only draws an ellipse with axes in x in y; once the
ellipse is placed it can be tilted, moved and re-sized as required):
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The spectrum summed over all pixels in the aperture is now shown in tab “1” in the right panel. The aperture spectrum
as well as the aperture can both be exported for comparison to other datasets using the Save Spectrum File –> Save
spectrum or button at the bottom left of the right panel) and File –> Aperture I/O –> Export functions (see the
Tutorials for additional details). Once finished with the aperture, you can remove it by selecting the aperture and then
hitting “d”.
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Fitting the Continuum
Determining the properties of the emission line throughout the cube is done by calculating velocity moments. But
before that can be done, the continuum must be fit. Select Tools –> Fit Continuum –> Define Guess (or use the Fit
Continuum button at the bottom left of the right panel) to identify the 2 wavelength regions to use across the cube for
continuum fitting. A dialog will pop-up for the continuum parameters:
• Function: Can be either a “Constant” offset or a linear “Slope”, as appropriate for the data.
• Boundary: Set to “Positive” to prevent a constant offset from being below zero, if you know this would be
unphysical.
• Kernel: This is the spatial kernel (single pixel, 5 pixels in a + shape, 9 pixels in a box) used to determine the
flux at each wavelength. Larger kernels provide better S/N for the continuum fit and are usually the best option.
After selecting your parameters (in this example we use Function = “Slope”, Boundary = “None”, and a 9-pixel kernel),
use the mouse to identify two regions on the spectrum panel for continuum fitting throughout the cube. This must be
done on the “Pix” tab. Use the “All” tab to identify the approximate regions, and then switch to the “Pix” tab to actually
select the regions:
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Then select Tools –> Fit Continuum –> Fit All Cube When the fitting is complete, a new tab will appear in the left
panel called C0 which shows the continuum flux at the reference wavelength, and a light blue line is shown in the right
hand spectrum panel showing the fitted continuum.
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If desired, the user can then subtract off the continuum and save the results using File –> Save cube –> Continuum
subtracted and then open the continuum subtracted cube.
Calculating Line Intensity and Velocity Moments
Once the continuum is fit, the line intensity and velocity moments can be calculated (see the tutorial for a definitions of
the various moments). To select the wavelength region over which to calculate the moments, select Tools –> Compute
moments –> Define slice Again, this must be done on the “Pix” tab, but it is helpful to use the “All” tab to identify the
wavelength region desired.
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Once the wavelength region has been defined, simple select Tools –> Compute Moments –> Compute all cube (note
that for larger cubes it may take a minute or so to complete the calculations). When done, a number of new tabs will
appear in the left panel: one for each moment, along with velocity and dispersion (which are derived from the M1
and M2 moments respectively). The right hand panel now also shows a model gaussian using the calculated moments
overplotted for each pixel. Note that this is not a fit, but a model line for comparison. For high S/N lines, the profile
should match the model Gaussian fairly closely. However, for weaker lines, the actual profile may be much narrower.
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The M0 moment corresponds to the line intensity. The total intensity at each pixel is given in W/m2 . It is usually
desirable to compare the total intensity with the velocity and dispersion maps. The easiest way to do this is to make
a contour plot of the intensity, which will then be displayed on all other tabs. With the M0 map selected, press the
Contour button at the bottom to generate the default set of contours for the image:
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(Use the contour tutorial for instructions on how to modify the contour plot, I like to add a few more contour lines to
better illustrate any gradients).
Now switch to the velocity map to compare the velocity field to the line intensity; you will probably want to switch
back to linear scaling and perhaps change the color map for the velocity display (both done using the buttons below
the left panel). If you click the Adjust Image Levels button at the bottom, you can restrict the display to the velocity
regions of interest. In the case of M82 we would like to restrict the display to levels around the average velocity:
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There appears to be a strong gradient in the velocity that bisects the long axis of the line emission: which is what we
would expect for an edge-on rotating galaxy. The gradient can also be seen in the spectra at each pixel by dragging the
pixel in the left-hand panel along the long axis of the intensity contours:
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Switching to the dispersion (:sub:V ) tab, we can evaluate the width of the line as a function of position across the map.
It is important to look up the resolution of the instrument (see the FIFI-LS section of the Observers Handbook) in order
to evaluate the dispersion map. In this case, the resolution of FIFI-LS is approximately R = 1250 at 157.8 µm, which
corresponds to a line FWHM of 240 km/s and thus a dispersion of V = 102 km/s.
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As can be seen from the levels, the line widths across the cube are slightly higher than the resolution and hence the line
is marginally resolved. (Note that the high values in the northern and southern edges of the cube coincide with regions
of low S/N and are suspect.)
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